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TO

ATTl[NTION OF:

5 July 1973

SAMJ:N-PD

ANNOUNCEMENT OF PUBLIC MEETING ON A SURVEY OF TiiE SHORES OF
MOBILE COUNTY, ALABAMA (INCLUDING DAUPHIN ISLAND) FOR THE PURPOSE OF
BEACH EROSION CONTROL AND HURRICANE PROTECTION

MEETING TO BE HELD AT 7:00 P.M., C.D.T.

...

ON

31 JULY 1973

IN

COUNTY COMMISSlON MEETING ROOM
TiiIRD FLOOR, MOBILE COUNTY COURTHOUSE
MOBILE, ALABAMA

The Corps of Engineers is studying the salt-water shorelines of Mobile
County, including the western shore of Mobile Bay, the northern shore
of Mississippi Sound, and all of the shorelines of Dauphin lsland and
Petit Bois Island, to determine what steps, if any, can be juscifiably
taken to provide beach erosion control and hurricane protection. The
study was requested by the U. s. Congress in a resolution adopted by
the Senate Public Works Conunittee on 27 October 1970.
In order that the study may be respo11sive to the desires and needs of
everyone affected, a public meeting will l>e held as indicated above.
(Enter the Courthouse through the Royal Street entrance and take the
elevator to the third floor . ) We invite you to attend the meeting and
to participate in the exchange of infonnation conce ming the study, the
water resource and related problems involved, and possible solutions.
We are also interested in knowing about ecological and environmental
conditions and problems in the study area . A map of the study area is
attached.
Generally, the problems we are aware of include:
(a) Extensive shoreline recession and bluff erosion along most
of the western shoreline of Mobile Bay;
(b) Severe erosion of the Gull' beach on the eastern end of
Dauphin Island; and

..

(c) Continued erosion of tlu' f'.istern tip of Petit Bois lsl:md
causing excessive widening of Pel1l Uoit; Pass •
Local interests desire alleviation

o(

i

these conditions.

All interested individuals, groups, and agencies are invited and urged
to be present or represented at this meeting. Everyone will be given
an opportunity to express his views and furnish specific data on all
aspects of the study, including technical, economic, social, and ecological and environmental material. Statements should be supported by
factual material insofar as practicable.
For accuracy of record, all important facts and statements should be
submitted in writing. Written statements may be handed to the presiding officer at the meeting, or may be mailed beforehand to:
District Engineer
S. Army Engineer District, Mobile
P. O. Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628

u.

Statements so mailed should indicate that they are in response to this
announcement. All statements, both oral and written, will become part
of the official record on this study and will be made available for
public examination.
Full consideration will be given to the views presented prior to making
a recommendation to higher authority. However, this cannot be taken as
an indication that the Federal Government will undertake any improvements or programs. Although the study may result in reconunendations
for undertakings by the Federal Government, their accomplishment would
depend upon subsequent authorization and funding by the Congress.
Please bring this announcement to the attention of anyone you know who
is interested.

1 Incl
Map

DRAKE WILSON
Colonel, CE
District Engineer
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on
BEACH EROSION and HURRICANE PROTECTION
for
MOBILE COUNTY, ALABAMA
Including Dauphin Island )

•

COL. DRAKE E. WILSON: Good evening, ladies and gentlemen.
I am Colonel Drake Wilson and I am the newly
appointed District Engineer for the Mobile
District for the Corps of Engineers. I have been
here for thirty days, now. I am delighted to be in
Mobile and I am delighted to see this number of
people turn out for this meeting this evening.
What we plan to do tonight is to follow a
resolution entered by Senator John Sparkman, which
directed the Corps of Engineers to prepare a su rvey
report on th1~ shores of Mobile County, including
Dauphin Island . This report will determine the
advisability of providing Beach Erosion Control
and Hurrican1~ Protection for the salt water shorelines of the County.
I would like to ask you, if you have not already
done so to make sure to register before you leave
this evening, so we have on one of our cards your
name and address and so forth. We want this for
purposes of the record. We also want it for the
purposes of putting you on our mailing list, for
further communications that we will be sending
out, from time to time, as the study progresses.

Now, for what the study is, this is the first
of what would normally be three public meetings,
that we would hold on this subject. The first
one, the one tonight, is to generate from you
as much as we can, information about damages
that have occurred, about remedies that may
appear correct to you, about conditions of the
climate, of the environment and of the fish and
wildlife. Also, any other factor that you think
is pertinent to our study, that we can bring
out and consider at this point.
Now then, after we complete the public meeting
tonight we will start, in earnest on our study.
That involves gathering -quite a lot of data,
doingquite a lot of analysis and comparing the
data, determine what has actually happened,
physically to the shores and trying to see if
there are feasible ways of correcting or arresting
the damage.
Now, when I say feasible, I must say to you that
the laws require us to show that a project must
be feasible economically before we can proceed
on it. We must also consider other factors, but
on the economic factor we must consider what are
the damages or what are the losses that occur,
versus what the costs of correcting these or any
solution we might consider. And, the losses would
be physical damage or, for instanc~ it would prevent
such as damage to property, emergency and business
losses avoided, and enhancement of property values
and increased recreational usages. Then, when we
consider the cost, we must consider the first cost
of the project, converted to an annual basis, that
is converted to the life of the project and what it
would cost us at standard interest rates to acquire
the money, to build it and to pay the interest and
to pay back the money over the life of the project.
To this, we must also add the cost of maintaining the
project, both Federal and State.
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Now, since this is a beach erosion and
hurricane protection project, they are a little
different from the normal Corp of Engineers
projects on flood controls or navigation. There
are some particular features of the law,
particularly as they pertain to the local
participation that are different and that I
would like to bring out at this point. When
we talk about the cost, we are talking about
both the Federal cost and the local cost. The
construction cost is apportioned between Federal
and local interests, on the basis of land
ownership and use at the time of construction.
The maximum levels of Federal aid, for construction
cost is as follows:
a.
Federally owned shores - IOO percent. That
is, of course, we have a Federal installation, we
bear all of the costs.

..

b.
Publically owned, Non-Federal parks and
conservation areas - 70 percent .
c.
Publically owned shores, other than parks
and conservation areas - 50 percent.
d.
Privately owned shores where protection
will result in public benefits - 50 percent, reduced
by the ratio of private benefits to total benefits.
I think that's a little complicated.
e.
Privately owned shores without public
benefits - 0.
Now, that last portion that I just read to you
pertains to beach erosion control. That which is
established as hurricane protection comes under

..
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slightly different provisions, which I will
read to you now.
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The first cost of protective features, including
lands, easements, rights-of-way, and relocations
is apportioned at least thirty percent to nonFederal interest and no more than seventy percent
to the Federal Government, with the exception of
preauthorization surveys and navigational aids,
which are entirely at Federal expense. All cost
of maintenance, operation and replacement items
of the hurricane protection features would be the
responsibility of non Federal interests.
We have been talking in the office, for the last
few weeks about this problem, about the various
solutions that might be apparent and we don't have
any preconceived notions. Some of the more or less
standard solutions don't seem to quite fit the

problem, yet. We don't know yet what would appear
to be the best solution so we solicit your conunents
here tonight and we will assure you that we will
study them in detail. We will study your views and
we will study physical features before we come up
with the next proposal.
A PERSON FROM THE AUDIENCE:
go any further?
COL. WILSON:

May I ask a question before you

Surely.

A PERSON FROM THE AUDIENCE:
You stated that private beaches
without any public benefits that would be zero
percent, is that correct?
COL. WILSON:

That's correct.

A PERSON FROM THE AUDIENCE:
We have information that according
to the State of Alabama that all beaches in the State
are public. That we only have use of those beaches
as that they cannot keep anyone off of the beaches as
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long as they don't cut across our property to
get to the beaches. As long as they come in
from the water we could not keep them from off
our beaches, so in that case all of the beaches
involved would be beaches that are available
to the publi:::.
This is an interpretation that we anticipate
COL. WILSON:
actually,in ?rejects of this type, before and
what I think actually reads is from the high water
mark seaward is public property. How you get to
that beach is something else again. And, along
Dauphin Island there is a large area where access
would be difficult, because you would have to go
through private property and if you are a property
owner there through the trespass law you could
prevent that access. You could not legally, as we
understand it, prevent somebody from walking down
along the beach provided he were below the high
water mark.
There have been solutions in the past and I am not
saying this is the direction we would be going,
where we would stake out the high water mark at
the time of the onset of construction and that
would mark the limit of private property. Then, a
beach replenishment program, for example, would
go seaward of that, that would all then be public
beach. This solution, when it has been worked out
in the past, normally also includes with it access
by the public to that public beach at intervals of
approximately a mile and a half to two miles.
Now, I am not trying to propose a solution at this
point. I am just trying to answer your question
with an example.
Okay. After we complete the meeting tonight and
the study I am referring to, we will come and call
for, in all probability, another public meeting
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about two years from now, provided funding
goes along at the rate we expect. At this
point we would expect to show you a variety
of solutions that we can show as feasible
and again get your views on those that we
think are feasible from an engineering standpoint. We would also be talking about other
factors, enviromental factors, fish and
wildlife factors, and so forth that impacted
on the use of solutions. On the other hand
its possible that we may find no solution
which appears to be feasible, and which case
we have to so report.
There are some more seats up here in the jury
box, ladies and gentlemen, if you would like
to come forward. Please don't exercise your
right as a jury but --. I have also been asked
to announce that the Court would not like us
to smoke in this room, because of the cork
floors and they are inflamable.
After analyzing the results of the second public
meeting, we would narrow it down to a solution
and we would call a third public meeting, which
would discuss the solutions that we were prepared
to recommend. This would be a fairly coordinated
solution, at that time with the State and other
Federal agencies. And, however, we would still
solicit your comments and be able to change it as
your comments indicate at that point. Let me say
that the study has to be forwarded to the off ice
of the Chief of Engineers, in Washington and then
if everything else is favorable we start the
procedure of getting funding for construction.
It's a little bit too far in advance to go into the
details of that, at this time.
Now, next I would like to acknowledge the letters
that we have already received and state that
everything that has come to us in writing will be
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inserted in the record and will be considered.
We have received a letter from Congressman
Jack Edwards, essentially he is just saying that
he concurs with the fact that we are holding
the meeting in the place and the time. We received
a letter from a Professor Williams from the
University of Alabama, who suggests that we look
hard at non-structual solutions, that is,planting
grass rather than bulkheads. He goes into some
other items here as well. We have received a
letter from Mr. Jack Hemphill, Deputy Regional
Director of the United States Department of the
Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service, who indicates
he will be studying the fish and wildlife
implications of the project at the same time that
we are studying the other aspects.

•

We received a letter from Mr. Thomas 0. Bower,
from Mobile, who talks about his home on Dauphin
Island Parkway and discusses the damages that
he suffered on his land and is valuable to us
as history and part of the damages that have taken
place •
We received a letter from Mrs. -- excuse me I don 1 t
know whether its Mrs. or Miss. Alicia V. Linzey,
President of the Mobile Bay Audubon Society, who
says she will be very interested in the project,
as it develops and reserves comments until she finds
out more about what it is that we are proposing.
We received a letter from Julius E. Marx, who is a
Realtor and, I believe is from Dnuphin Island. He
has enclosed some very interesting photographs taken
some years ago of Dauphin Island and urges us to
find a solution.
We received a letter from Mrs. Robert E. Kirby, who
deseribes damages to her property on Bay Road and
Hollingers Island and also some conservation service
analysis and a contractors bid, which she felt was
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matter and silt. Unless the materials are
stabilized by vegetation they would not remain
along the shore line for any great length of
time. We know that many people would object to
having this "mud-like" material along their
shore lines. This has recently been the case
at the mouth of Perdido and Bayou La Batre
areas.
We know also that Dauphin Island Beach is certainly
more
critically erotling than most areas of Mobile
County and is probably a more difficult area to
stabilize. We know that the eastern end seems fairly
well stab~lized due to the groins that have been
constructed there sometime in the past but, from
the Isle Dauphine Club westward, as much as four
hundred feet of beach has been lost in the past
twelve years. We know that beach sands are being
continuously carried to the west by the current,
resulting in the westward migration of the island,
which Dauphin Island is approximately four miles
longer now than in ISSI. We know that the jetties
would probably help reduce the rate of erosion
but, if they are placed in a certain areas without
a good deal of study we know it could possibly cause
greater erosion in one area while protecting another,
which has been the case in several places along the
Atlantic Coast. So, that's the reason that we certainly
feel that a very detailed study is needed of the
beach erosion processes at Dauphin Island and all
of Mobile county. One of the biggest problems we
have is the pass between Dauphin Island and Petit
Bois Island. This has widened from a width of one
point five miles in !85!, to about five miles today.
This has increased and exposed Bayou La Batre and
Coden to more severe wind action -- I mean wave action
from hurricane winds and a particular importance to
our commercial fishing. This has resulted in a complete
destruction of the oyster fishery in Portersville Bay
which at one time was a substantial fishery. This is
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a result of the salt water intrusion into the
Bay. We know that Petit Bois Island is a National
Wildlife Refuge and is one of the Gulf Islands
~ational Seashores. It has certainly in the public
interest that Federal tunds be used to protect these
public lands by stabilizing the eastern end of Petit
Bois Island.
So, it is the Department of Conservations belief
that the Corp of Engineers, who have the experts
to determine the most feasible methods of beach
stabilization of the Mobile County shore line and
on the stabilization ot the eastern end of Petit
Bois Island.Thank you.

•

COL. WILSON:
Unless we missed somebody here that was the
last Federal or State Agency that we have. I would
call your attention to this point that if you chose
you can simply give us a written statement and we
will enter it into the record and we will study it
and you don't need to read it. You have that privilege
of reading it if you chose. Going simply by random
order -- do we have any representatives of the County
Commissioners that would like to make a statement.
PERSON FOR THE AUDIENCE:
We are here but we don't need to
make a statement.
COL. WILSON:
Thank you. Next I will call on Mr. Bernard
I. Crabtree from Route 3, Box 596, Theodore, Alabama,
Mr. Crabtree.
BERNARD I. CRABTREE:
Col. Wilson, ladies and gentlemen, we
submitted a statement on our particular problem. Now,
our program is localized, we realize that, but we
want to present it to give everybody an idea how much
trouble the people are having in trying to protect
their own property. We talked earlier about the high
water mark well, we haven't got a high water mark.

II

The water is constantly lapping up against our
bulkhead. We haven't got a beach. It's due
simply because a creek that drains into the
bay has altered it's course of drainage and
it now drains parallel to the beach line. Now,
due to the natural migration of sand, which
is a shore line drift, due to the southeastern
winds, which we normally received, a sand bar
has formed approximately IOO feet from our
normal beach line. Now, due to this shore
configuration that we now have with this sand
bar, IOO feet from where our beach should be
and the drainage of the creek that is now along
our bulkhead, where our beach should be, we are
constantly receiving deeper erosion and sooner
or later erosion is going to take place under
our bulkhead and if this happens then, we have
no other choice but to construct another
bulkhead and to try to regain our land. Now,
we are talking about cost and feasibility it
would seem that the study should take into
consideration also what can be done in localized
areas as well as the entire beach area. Now, the
area that I am speaking of is only about five or
six hundred feet of beach and I know that is a
minor part of the whole coastline. And, there is
one other point I would like to bring out, since
I have lived on the property, I grew up on the
bay, I can remember constantly having to go out
there and try to reclaim our land, once we have
lost it. We have lost, over the per~od of years,
approximately fourteen or fifteen trees and
approximately fifty feet of our land and we have
reclaimed land time and time again. So, what we
would like to stress is a study of localized
problems as well as the problems concerning the
whole bay front.
Now, one other thing, we talk about private property
owners protecting their own land. Well, there are
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areas on the bay where there is a property
owner who has sufficient financial capabilities
of building a bulkhead but that bulkhead is
not going to do him any good unless his neighbor
on the left and right construct one also, because
if the people on the left and right, if their
land is eroded well, your bulkhead is not going
to do anything because eventually it is going to
erode around your bulkhead. So, we live on
Laurinstider Road and we welcome this investigation
or this study into the problem, but we would sure
like to see it accomplished a heck of a lot sooner
than two years.
COL. WILSON:
Thank you very much for those c omments.
The next one that I come to here is Miss Minnie
Lee Heath, 416 Wisconsin Avenue, Mobile, Alabama.
Miss Heath.
MINNIE LEE HEATH:
I have a home in the area immediately
below FoWl River, as it empties into the bay. I am
the sixth house down, and my deed reads one quarter
of a mile, so that gives you an idea. But, we have
absolutely lost all of our beaches, every one of
them on that shore line. We are extremely glad
that somebody is making a study and, like Mr. Crabtree,
we sure hope that a solution will be found that will
be helpful to us in less than two years. I have
personally measured and I have lost thjrty five
feet of land, that use to have grass and trees on
it.
COL. WILSON:
Mr. Vernon M. Chestang, of Chestang Beach,
Am I pronouncing that right.
VERNON M. CHESTANG:
That was one of my neighbors and she
said about as much as I can say, we are losing
rapidly. I don't want it to be like the Tennessee Tombigbee. I 9uess that's about as much as I can
say about it. Thank you.

'
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COL. WILSON:
Thank you. I would like to point out that
the Tennessee-Tombigbee is under construction, now.
Next, Mr. Claude G. Doublet, I206 Hannon Road,
Mon Louis Island.
A PERSON FROM THE AUDIENCE:

He had to leave.

COL. WILSON:
Thank you. Next, please, Mr. Joseph W. Jacob,
Jr., 1325 Iberville Street, Ocean Springs, Mississippi,
representing the Delta Chapter National Sierra Club
JOSEPH W. JACOB, JR:
Well, I am not representing myself
and I am living in Mississippi so, you are probably
wondering what I am doing here. But, the group that
I am representing is the National Sierra Club. Some
people are thinking right now, well, there is an
enviromental freak. You are right. The islands
off the coast of Mississippi and Dauphin Island -not including Dauphin Island I am sorry, have been
areas that people settled on since almost the beginning
of time -- well, I say since the beginning of time,
since the Spanish came over. Dauphin Island, by a
map that I saw recently, in I732 was a lot wider
that it is now and Petit Bois Island didn't even
exist. So, some scientistsspeculate that Petit Bois
Island, at one time was part of Dauphin Island but
has migrated westward.
Now, I am sure most people in here may know this,
that these islands do move from the east to the west
but very few people realize that these islands get
most of their original sand supply from the
Appalachian Mountains. So now, we are really starting
to talk about a complex situation.
I am here representing the Sierra Club who was
instrumental in making Petit Bois, Horn Island and
Ship Island part of a national seashore. Now,
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you all might say, wow that's great. But, each
one of these people in this room own part of
that island and it is set aside for you through
the efforts of these enviromental freaks
who took a little concern and decided we needed
to save some place for future generations.

...

..
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Now, I have been a student at LSU for nine years.
I am a Ph.D Candidate right now, so I like to
think I know a little bit of what I am talking
a-out. I do, in this particular written statement
I have given to you, I have a reference that
cites some of the information as being scientific
facts. The th'lng I am concerned about is something
that I am sure that none of you all are. That's
Petit Bois Island. It seems like everybody is
worried about their property value. Well, in the
first place I doubt seriously if man really
belongs in the coastal zone. It seems that we
can't live in peaceful co-existence with it. We
have to change it. It seems to be human way, if
things aren't the way he likes, well, let's change
them •
The thing that I would like to propose for Petit
Bois Island, I don't know about your solutions
around here 1.rt Mobile County but it's a situation
you see over s.nd over and over again. You rob
Peter to pay Paul. One of your sand supplies is
east of Mobile Point. You can bet Mobile Ship
Channel ha~ had some effect on the sediment
supply to Mobile County. It's impossible for it
not to be. You can bet that some of the sediaent
supply came down the Mobile River.Well, you dredge
Mobile River, you deepen it, the sediment supply
goes off shore and you loose some of your sediment
supply to the Mobile County. That's fine, it does
you no good but I am just trying to show you
something. The thing we call Progress tends
to be a snake that turns around and bites us. We
all have this problem. You have to realize that
living in the coastal zone you have no control
over it. We all the time ask what has happened to our
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commercial fisheries and why don't we catch
the fish we used to catch and the shrimp we
used to catch. And yet, we pat people on the
back to go in with a dredge and fill up an
estuary or dredge it to make a boat canal.
They say we need these, we need these for
progress but, what happened to the fish. We
wonder about places we use to go swimming
you know,good Lord, I could go to Mobile Bay
eat all the oysters I wanted to, sit down on
the reef for days and pack my stomach. Now,
I can't do it. The reason for it is insufficient
sewage treatment and those kind of things. So,
that is the price you have to pay for progress.
The thing I would like to see the people here
concern themselves in the study is not man made
structures to ·use as a solution to the problem.
One thing, you can decide on right now, some how
you have got to let the sense of life come down from
the southern ppalachian ountains. If you build
industrial firms on the rivers east of Mobile
Point to get progress, so that you can leave
the lights on in the bathroom all night and not
worry about turning them off. You are going to
have this problem of sand supply. And the other
thing is, and this is a cut at the Corps, I am
sorry about it. The islands, as long as they have
been there have eroded on the eas ern end and have
built up on the western end. They have continuously
migrated westward. The problem with Petit Bois Island
right now is the western end, as the Pascagoula
Sh±p Channel is being maintained by the Corp and
a little impoundment area where they take all of this
sand that would normally go westward and they just
pile it up in this impounding area. So, instead of
the istand maintaining its original -- well, I say
original size, close to its square footage it is
just migrating, changing locations across the coast.
It can't, because its being locked on the western end.
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So. it doesn't fill up the ship channel so that
you don't get your bananas and they don't send
the wheat to Russia. Got to have that ship
channel, but if the ship channel was not there
Petit Bois w·ould be allowed to continue to aove
westward, the eastern end that was eroded would
roll up to the western end and the island would
just migrate toward Louisiana. Of course, I
wouldn't like to see it wind up in Louisiana,
either. But, you wouldn't lose it.
One other thing-- and I am t'rom Louisiana, by
the way. One other thing. Maybe I shouldn't have
said I was from LSU, that's a bad thing. I forgot
about Alabama. One other thing someone mentioned,
a Professor from the University of Alabama, who
has a good remark to make about using grasses to
stabilize beaches. The dumb British--the British
have used a plant called Spartina townsendii.
They have stopped lots or erosion just by planting
grasses.
In Grand Isle, Louisiana, Grand Isle was eroding on
the eastern ·~nd. The Corps put a rock jetty. It cut
off the sand supply to the western end, so they built
. a ·multi-million dollar rock Jetty on the western end,
now the center or the island is starting to erode.
Lord knows what they are going to do now. These things
are multi-million dollar jetties. If they would
take one tenth of that money, it seems ridiculous,
plants could have done just as much as to prevent
the erosion as a multi-million dollar jetty, of course,
there may have been some politics involved, especially
in Louisiana.
People are env1romentally conscious now days. How
many times has the older generation told the younger

generation you cannot continue to rob Peter to pay
Paul. If you want further electricity, if you want
to drive your car, without paying the price of forty
two po±nt nine cents per gallon of gas you are
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going to have to sut'ter the consequence. Progress
has a price. Sometillles I wonder it two automobiles
are really worth the air we breath and the hectic
pace like that we lead to get to some place quicker.
Think about it. What is your concept ot the
problem of the environment.
hope your beach erosion problems do get resolved.
am here, just like I said to try to see that
Petit Bois Island stays around tor our folks and
our younger generation to see. By the way, this
winter Petit Bois and Horn Island are being looked
at and studied and the Sierra Club will promote this
to see it they should be designated as wilderness
area, which means that man will not be able to go
in and alter this
island. That means that my
children will see the Horn Island like I saw it today and
get the sunburn that I got today. Thank you.
I
I

Thank you very much. I assure you that we
appreciate all views.

COL. WILSON:

Next, we have
Inc. Real tor.

Julius

E. Marx

from Julius

,

E . Marx

JULIUS E. MARX:
Colonel, as I wrote you it seems, and I
am certainly no expert at this, it seems to me
that planting grasses is the main solution to it.
I am. pleased to have read this booklet that the
engineers have gotten out, where they are studying
the marsh grass that we can plant. My question to
you is have they attempted to put, with dragging
lines, put down a marsh grasses as it ~as growing,
instead
of planting it trom seed and so forth? Has
any a~tempt been made to put it down by the scoop
tull--I would certainly think that would be worth
your eftort to try, because I believe that through
growing things, as has been said here several tillles
we could maybe save some ot these islands. I am
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thinking al>out Sand Island and Pelican Island.
Pelican Island has already disappeared. As you
know I would hope that the Government would bring
that back. Sand Island keeps moving along, as
has been said, from east to west. It certainly
does deserve stabilization. As far as the beach
erosion is concerned that would help Dauphin
Island that way but it would also be a tremendous
detriment in hurricanes.
I think most of you read McDonnell's article,
Sunday, which quoted Peyton Norville years ago
wanting to put these islands down in the Bay
and Dr.Gaillard has since then advanced
the idea or marsh islands along the bay.
All of these things would certainly be a good
idea, if we can get this growing. There is plenty
of marsh grass around, if it just could be moved.
I am sure there are a lot of people who would be
glad to have canals put in to give up the marsh
grass. I do think, that while you have this many
interested people here, Colonel it would be a good
idea to ask them, by show of hands whether or not
they would be willing to have grasses grow in front
of their places on the beach. It would be good to
find out whether they wanted that or not.
JIM CHESTANG:
There has been a lot of talk of off shore
islands but where we are living pilings won't hold
in front, much less marsh grasses. I think the Corp
of Engineers studied these things.
COL. WILSON:
Next, we have Mr. U.S. Evans. Has Mr. Evans
departed. Next we have Mr. Albert J. Tully, from
Mobile, Alabama, from the Isle Dauphine Country Club.
ALBERT J . TULLY:
Colonel Wilson, ladies and gentlemen,
I represent the Isle Dauphine Country Club and have
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been requested by the President to speak on behalf
of the membership of the Club. I would like to file
a written statement and, in the interest of time
will not read it aloud, but I would like to supplement
remarks in that statement by this further observation.
I fully subscribe to the beneficial effects of
channelization, harbor improvement and works of
navigation. They are not only beneficial but they
are essential to the general well-being of the area.
I suggest however, and this is a continuing thread,
in this report that along with these works of harbor
improvement there should be concurrently executed
a program of restoration of eroded areaa, by using
dredging materials. This, I believe,would be a
valuable balance of one work with another. Now, I
am partly familiar with the special acts that you
have mentioned and the traditional approach to these
things regarding channelization is one thing and
hurricane protection as something else and beach
e11osion as something else and environmental
restoration
as something else. I suggest, sir, that this traditional
approach on a segmented view on each phase of these
things no longer serves the public need but rather,
we need to regard it all as an integrated program
in which your channelization and harbor improvement
works is concurrently balanced with the program of
restoration of the environment • . It is my opinion
that the Environmental Policy Act
was designed to
foster such programs as this. I do not believe that
under that act amateur environmentalist nor a narrow
and restricted view of separate pieces of Legislation
can be used to convert the Corps o~ Engineers into
an agency for the suppression of a scientific
restoration of the environment. This, I urge upon
you. Thank you very much.
COL. WILSON:
Thank you , Mr. Tully. Mr. Lawrence Johnson,
President of the Alabama Seafood Protection Agency.
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LAWRENCE JOHNSON:
Colonel Wilson, I just would like
to bring up two points and then we will have more
later on, to just show people here tonight what
happened to the seafood in this erosion. Now,
one mistake th-t we have made in opening the cut-off
down here at Cedar Point. It is filling our Heron
Bay up and due to that, we don't have the fish. The
sportsman cannot fish there. The commercial fisherman
cannot fish there because there is not as many fish
and shrimp there and also oysters.
Now, you w~11 ;ave some of them say well, that's a
channel. True, that's a channel, i t will be short-cut
to Mobile Bay, but nowa~ays we have faster boats.
Most of these sport fishermen have boats as fast,
also as the commercial fishermen, their boats are fast,
so a little more time to get around won't hurt us
anyway. Because what this causes in Heron Bay is
pollution out of Mobile Bay. We all know that Mobile
Bay has a lot of pollution. One third of it is
polluted to commercial fishing, and that hurts us.
I suggest on that, to the Corpsbefore they do anything
we need this in a hurry. But, I suggest that we put
some kind of flood gates in there and not just fill
it up and say well, that's going to take care of it.
That's what we done this time. We opened it up and
said that's going to take care of it. Let's have
something, if we are going to build it where we can
move it too, if it's doing harm before it's too late.
Also, on Petit Bois Pass would be the same thing.
To us, it's toe wide and a certain time of the year
in the summertime it puts in too much salt water and
it kills our oysters in Portersville Bay, which has
already been stated by the Marine Resources. Let's
don't go out there and throw rocks or ships or junk
and put it out there, if we are going to put anything,
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let's put it where
just put something
about and it would
That's all I have,

we can control it and not
there that we can't do nothing
take some doing to get it undone.
at this time.

COL. WILSON:
Thank you very much. Mrs. Roy H. Boddy, from
Mon Louis Island.
MRS. ROY H. BODDY:
I am Mrs. Roy H. Boddy. I don't have
a speech to make. I just want to say that we have
lost so much of our footage out there -- down there,
on account of hurricanes. Every day we have a
hurricane we lose at least ten or twelve feet. We
have a twenty foot bluff and we just can't afford
to put a bulkhead up there and I know grass wouldn't
do us any good down there.
COL. WILSON:
Thank you very much. Mr. O.M. Cox, 2505 South
Vaughan Drive.
O.M. COX:

I am O.M. Cox and I live on South Vaughan
Drive in Mobile on Dog River. I have a piece of
property on Mon Louis Island. It's the third house
off of the mouth of Fowl River. Miss Heath has
already discussed our beach problem. We don't know
where our beach is going. We do know that we don't
have any floundering or any crabbing anymore, because
the waters stay cloudy all the time. We don't know
whether that is caused from the dredging going on
up the stream or whether it's from this erosion
that's going on, but we also have this other problem
of the people next door to us are not doing anything
about their water front. Now, this emergency loan
is available. I took advantage of it. I am having
a bulkhead built but the people next door moved
their house back thirty foot, naturally their footage
has gone back thirty foot. I am going to have to
build a thirty foot along side my property or build
another bulkhead. I am wondering if this program
can do anything about notifying people of the importance
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of trying to save their waterfront and try to
get some of this here Federal help •
COL. WILSON:
Well, we will ~ertainly look into that
aspect too, Mr. Cox. Thank you very much. Mrs.
Jack W. Sawyer from Bay Pront ~oad.
MRS. JACK W. SAWYER:
While I am speaking I would like for
you to look at these pictures that were made of
our property , during one of the storms that we
had during March, you know, when the weather bureau
said we were having winds up to eighteen to twenty
two miles an hour. If that was caused by winds
eighteen to twenty two miles per hour I would hate
for us to have winds of one hundred miles an hour.
We have many problems, north of Dog River on Mobile
Bay with both beach erosion and build up. By that,
I mean that sometimes we have a beach and sometimes
we don't because of the wave action. One week your
bulkhead, the base of it, will be up out of the sand
and the other end will be buried. The following
week the end of it was buried the week before will
be up out of the ground and the other end will be
buried, however, our main problem is logs. We feel
that the spoil islands created by dredging the ship
channel create our log problems. Also, with sixty
five percent of the river system of this State of
Alabama entering into Mobile Bay we have a tremenduous
siltation problem, with the western side becoming
more and more shallow. With our side of th bay
becoming more shallow we are plagued with ships
pumping theic bilges , of course, this is against
the law and they don't do it, but it comes from
somewhere so it has to come from there and no water
to disperse this oil mixture -- by the way we don't
get any help from the Coast Guard on this. Last
year, y'"'u remember when they had the accident out
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in the Bay and they spilled the ninety thousand
gallons of gasoline the Coast Guard told us
that they didn't want to alarm anyone by reporting
this, of course, it was alright for our dogs to
get out in it and drink the gasoline soaked water
and get sick and have to take them to the Vet. The
bulkhead gets soaked with gasoline. You don't know
where it is coming from , you know, don't say
anything about it and then you won't worry about
it. At first they even refused to admit there was
a gasoline spill.
We really need someone to figure out something to
do about these logs. with the outside of the Bay
being so shallow, possibly caused by the siltation,
the logs land up on these islands. You have a
strong southeast wind, high water,here come the
logs up on your land. We lost one hundred sixty
feet of bulkhead in March. Along that one hundred
sixty feet of bulkhead we lost any where from three
to twenty feet of land. After Camille we hauled in
over three hundred loads of dirt to fill in that
area of our property to try to stop some of the
logs -- well, after Camille we really had a problem.
Our neighbor, who is sitting over here, the logs
we had bulldozed and stacked up trying to burn them,
they had been burning for two and a half months, they
landed up against their house stacked up. Of course,
we were rid of them but then they had to worry with
them. It's just a constant process. Now the Board of
Health says you can't burn logs. The County has
instituted this program, you know, air pollution.
Great. I am all for keeping the air clean. I like
to breath too, but I would also like to be able to
walk out in my yard. The State won't help us. They
say that the property from the high water mark out
belongs to them. Anybody can use it. Well, I say if
that land and that water belongs to the State --
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it must belong to them because they are the one
that got the money for the oil leases. We didn't
get any of it and we are not going to get any
help from thE~m when they have an oil spill. But,
if that land belongs to them and if that Bay belongs
to them well, those logs belong to them and I say
"come and get them off my land". (Picture, Exhibit 17)
JULIUS MARX:
In reference to the logs, I wonder if you
would state whether you could use these logs, by
burying them and help prevent some of this erosion.
COL. WILSON:
We will take a look at that. Next Mr. George
C. Chachere, of New Orleans.
GEORGE

c.

CHACHERE:
I am George c. Chachere and I am from
Mobile, originally. I am just here representing myself
and my family. I have in my hand a deed that my
family has ow~ed land in Mobile Bay since I9IO . I
happen to come over here from New Orleans today and
just before I came to the meet"ng , I measured off
the property. We have lost over one hundred twenty
feet of land. All I have to say is that if we have
and we are tax paying citizens of the United States
of America, the richest country in the world and we
can spend funds every month and every year to restore
foreign countries. I say let's don't take two years
to study what we can do for the Mobile Connty shores.
Thank you.

COL. WILSON:

Thank you. Now, Mr. William Polewchak.

MR. WILLIAM POLEWCHAK:
Colonel Wilson, ladies and gentlemen,
my name is Bill Polewchak, I am manager of Engineering
for the Shell Oil Company, Land Investments Department
in Houston, Texas.
We got involved in this project when we became owners
of about twenty three hundred acres of Dauphin Island
about two year ago. About six weeks ago the State of
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Texas said hey go out there and find out what's
going on. So, the Director says go out there and
find out what's going on. So, we did find out
that there was some erosion taking place on the
island and we had to take some activities. So,
we have only been involved in this for about the
past six weeks.
I utilized, about three weeks ago, an airplane
and I utilized the services of a Protessor from
the University of Florida, a specialist in this
field. To round out the consortium of the three
of us, I also hired the District Engineer for
Howard, Needles, Tammen and Bergendoff. They are
one of the largest consulting engineers in the
United States.
Well, what I have to say tonight, is that perhaps
you would be interested in knowing that our interest
is greatly of a local nature, not just because we
are located in Houston. We are world wide, as you
know. So, we are interested in the total islands
stability. And, just to show and to indicate to you
what we have done 1n just three weeks time I would
like to make just a few statements. Besides the air
and the boat survey, in three weeks as I mentioned,
I called upon Dr. Robert Dean, Professor of Civil
And Coastal Engineering, University of Florida, to
join with us to find out what is going on. I have
him with me tonight and I would like him to give you
just a few ideas about what he has found out from the
date that we have been able to uncover. Now, this
data we have made inroads to the Coast and Geodetic
in Washington D C. This group is now called the
National Ocean Survey. So, we have gotten maps, we
have gotten aerial photographs of 1960, 1956, 1966.
We took out own aerial photographs three weeks ago
and we have some that were taken in April of this year.
And, by making these mosaic maps, stretched out to
a large scale~ we have been able to discern a little
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bit of what's going on •

•
So I come to you tonight as a representative from
the Shell Oil Company on a technical venture, so
to speak. "e thought you would like to know what
we learned in just six weeks, about your problem
that you have lived with all your life, and we
want to become part of it. So, I would like now
to introduce Professor Robert Dean, just to give
you a few of the technical things that we found
out that I know are of interest to you and Colonel
Wilson.
PROFESSOR ROBERT DEAN:
As Mr. Polewchak mentioned, we
have only been associated with this problem, at
least I have for approximately four weeks. So,
a lot of the data which we are working with and
some which we don't have we are unable, of course,
to report on tonight. But, because
the meeting
here is concerned with beach erosion I would like
to comment first of all on the direction and the
magnitude of the predominate littoral drift. Some
of the things I am going to say have been said
before here tonight and for that I apologize but
I think that perhaps it may be worthwhile from the
standpoint of continuity. As has been mentioned,
the winds in that part of the northern Gulf of
Mexico are predominately from the east and therefore
cause waves propagating from east to west. These
waves constitute the principle agent for sand
transport along the shore line.
In breaking, these waves place sand in suspension
and also cause a very weak current directed in the
direction of wave propagation. Although these
currents by themselves would not be sufficiently
strong to cause sand transport, the fact that the
sand has been placed in suspension by the turbulence
of the breaking waves makes the system very effective
in transporting the sand. Sand transported in this
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manner also is called littoral drift.
Now, we might examine very briefly why we are interested in littoral drift direction and magnitude.
I think the reason is pretty obvious, very briefly
if we ha\e a segment of beach that we are interested
in and we consider the amount of littoral drift,
that is sand transported into the segment and sand
transported out, if by some --- let's say these
two. sand transport in and out balance, and if we
somehow alter this balance a slight amount then
we can have quite a bit of erosion results. It's
much like a bank account. If you put as much in
as you take out then your balance is okay but,
if you put in a little bit less, for some reason
or another, of course, your bank account decreases.
What I would like to look at the sand transport
processes, in the area that we are concerned about
tonight. It pretty much is a system and a system
in which we have to account for all of the sand
transport components.
Well, it's quite clear, I think, that the predominant
littoral drift direction in this area is from east
to west. Although the amount is not clearly established
it's probably on the order of one hundred thousand
to two hundred thousand cubic yards per year,
directed towards the west. The bases for this, I
think, are several. First of all we, that is the
University of Florida, have recently completed
studies on Santa Rosa Island. There we have narrowed
down the littoral drift, more or less, to this
magnitude. It would appear that the littoral drift
in this area would be roughly the same bee use
again the shore line is effected by
more or less
the same wave system.
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Secondly, we might cite the experience, with
the jetties at Perdido Pass, although I do
understand that the Mobile Di strict is still
working with littoral drift in this area. From
other, earlier work it looks like the littoral
drift is generally of that magnitude.
Secondly, I would like to turn attention to the
sand transport processes in the vicinity of
an inlet, such as the entrance Mobile Bay.
There are several ways in which this sand, that
we talked about being transported from east to
west, can be transported or carried across the
entrance. But, basically because we do have
the presence of the inlet, we do have a new
force that has to be contended with. Of course,
This force is the tidal current. So now, in
addition to the waves the currents play a very
principle role. Of course, if the tidal currents
were not present then the inlet would close.
In the case of the entrance to Mobile Bay, we
don't have a chart up here that has all of the
contours on it, but it's pretty evident that the
primary mode of sand by-passing, that is the
transport of the littoral drift, is by a mechanism
that is called bar by-passing. There is quite a
large bar tha·t extends out from Fort Morgan over
to the eastern end of Dauphin Island. This bar is
quite shoal, 1n its' natural state, in fact, it
has to be shoal in order to let the waves to essentially
work on the sand, to transport it across the inlet.
If some new agent is brought into the place, such as
the channel is deepened, of course, this does act
as a transport for the sand. This brings in the
third phase that ! would like to mention and that is
man's effect on the system. By deepening the channel
---entrance channel to Mobile, then, of course, the
natural sand transport processes, from the east to
the west, are impeded and this is very much like taking
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out one component of the transport system.
In essence it's sort of a leak in the system
or sand budget, if you wish. So one of the
reconunendations that I would certainly make
with regard to the study and with regard to
the mode of operation in the future, is that
when dredging is done within the entrance
channel, the quality of that sand be examined
very carefully to see whether it is suitable
for beach purposes and if it is, of course,
it would be ideal to place that on the beaches
or near the beaches where the waves could
transport it back into the system. I do realize
this is more expensive, but, I think the
technology exists, in fact in Florida it has
been used, whereas before the sand that was
dredged in the entrance channel was spoiled
into deep water by a hopper dredge. Most
recently, the entrance to Port of Palm Beach
Entrance, the sand has been dredged by pipeline
dredging and placed on the beaches.
Another point I would like to bring up, with
regard to this sand that's normally within the
beach system, that is right on the beach face
and within the surface, is that this may look
like ordinary sand, if we don't look at it too
carefully, but in fact it's generally much coarser
than what you find off shore. So, if you take a
handful of beach sand, let's say and then somehow
take this out of the system and say we can always
replace that by dredging off shore, this just isn't
true. In Florida, we have this year approximately
six million dollars worth of beach restoration
projects. Each one of these they are dredging material
from off shore and putting it within the littoral
zone, as we might call it. In every one of these
except, possibly -- I guess two out of three, I
should say they have been unable to find quality
sand off shore that could compare with the sand
\
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within the surf zone. So I think, that we
have in our evaluation of cost and benefits
and evalue the sand within the surf zone. We
must take into account that this is a highly
this sand has already gone through a very
highly selective process. And, the reason that
it is within the surf zone is that it has
certain characteristics which are simply coarser
than you find elsewhere.
We have also looked at some of the problem
areas of Dauphin Island. I think the primary
problem areas are on the eastern end where some
of the groins that are around Fort Gaines have
been planted. This simply, I think, adds up to
a sand deficiency. Near the golf course there has
been erosion in some areas and my response to that
is that it probably is a response to the erosion
of Pelican Island. And some of the sand -- some
of the beach that was normally protected by
Pelican Island has now moved to the east and there
is some accretion there.
If I could, I would like to look ahead and try
to think abc>ut the eventual effect and I should
say here that erosion in Florida, I think, is
much worse than it is in Mobile County. So, I think
you are starting at a good point in your concern
about the beach erosion. I think that by implementing
action at this stage there are good prospects that
the erosion will not get worse, in fact, it can be
forestalled, to a good degree at least.
I would like to comment I think a little bit with
regard to solutions. There have been comments made
with regard to non-structual solutions. I agree
that groins do not add to the esthetics of the
beach and from that point of view it's a lot better
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to nourish a beach. But, I think in many cases
nourishment of the beach may be prohibitively
expensive. So, it may not be what we would like
to see but whether or not we would trade off
a beach with structures as opposed to no beach
without structures or a rapidly eroding region.
But, I do think that groins have to be used
very carefully.
Finally, I am not sure how familiar all of you
are with Dauphin Island, but the migrating sand dunes
on Dauphin Island, I think, are very severe
problem. As other . people have pointed out, I
think this is an ideal situation where vegetation
could be used very effectively, because the sand
dunes are moving back away from the beach. These
do not only represent problems for people that
are forced to cope with the migrating dunes but
they also, of course, represent a drain of sand
on the beach system and, if those dunes could be
stablized near the shore rather than letting them
migrate back, then during times of high water,
extreme storms and so on the dunes would act as
a reserve, if you wish. They could put back into
the system. That's really natures way and I suppose
those dunes did start migrating because they were
denuded of vegetation.
We have some exhibits that maybe some of you would
like to see later. Thank you very much.
COL. WILSON:
I would like to compliment the Shell Oil
Company and their selection of an expert. We find
that Mr. Dean is well-known to us already in the
beach erosion field and we are delighted with the
presentation. Next, I would like to call on Mr.
Smith D. Pickett, from Dauphin Island.
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SMI'IH D. PICKETT:
Thank you Colonel. I am Smith
D. Pickett, Jr. I am representing the Dauphin
Island Property OWners Association, twenty six
hun.dred lot owners with a potential population
on Dauphin Island of seven thousand people.
The Property OWners Association, of course,
is concerned with what's happening and does
concur with what Mr. Albert Tully briefly
spoke about. I would like to make a part of the
record the adoption of his statement about the
Property Owners Association.
We urge the Corps to start the study and to protect
the property values on the island which includes
the military installation and public properties and
private properties. As an afterthought, I am
Chief Appraiser for First Federal. We have mortgages
on about half of these properties that are washing
away. Please do something.
COL. WILSON:
Thank you. Next Mr. Ray B. Hartwell, Jr.,
from Mobile, Alabama.
MR. RAY B. HARTWELL, JR: Ladies and gentlemen, I speak as
an individual. I represent no group of people. But,
however, as I sat here this evening I noticed that
my problems are very similar to a lot of other
individuals who live along the western shore of the
bay. I think I heard a remark here tonight that
more or less that perhaps man was not meant to live
with the sea or by the water, because of some
reason we can't get along with it. I heard another
fellow jokingly remark perhaps we could all move
to high land, higher ground. I think there is
probably merit in what he says, however, the fact
that remains that we live on the bay. It is our home
and we want, as much as possible, to protect what
we have. I live on the bay, north of Dog River.
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I might state that I live between the road and
the bay. I believe Mr. Crabtree earlier, one
of our first speakers, stated a problem and I
heard it reiterated a number of times here tonight,
that having a sea wall alone is not enough, if you
don't have sea walls along the entire area to
protect it. This is very true. Our problem, along
there, especially where I live between the road
and the bay. One gentleman on Mon Louis Island
said that his neighbor moved his house back thirty
feet. I can't. I would be across the road and I
don't own the property on the other side of the road.
Nevertheless, we have property owners along there
who consider what the erosion is, well let i t erode.
When it erodes and gets to the street --Bay Front
Road then the City will come along and put in a
sea wall to protect the road. Fine. I imagine if
my house was not on that side of the road I would
have the same opinion. But, still on all of those
that do happen to live between the street and the
bay, when this property next to you without a sea
wall goes, man there you are sticking out like a
sore thumb. It's a hopeless situation. It's got to
be a complete participation with everybody or it's
almost hopeless. And it sometimes seems like a real
hopeless situation. The other situation as my
neighbor, Mrs. Sawyer, mentioned was the tremendous
amount of logs that we get. And I mean logs. Big ones.
Hell, they are four feet in diameter, it seems like
that washes up there. They lay on the beach, you get
these strong southeast winds, in the spring of the
year or during hurricane season and if the logs are
left to remain, what sea wall you do have is battered
to pieces. The logs belong to the State but hell they
won't get them. We usedto come along and burn them
but now our City Fathers say man if you burn that
and pollute the air, you have had it. So, we can't
even burn the logs legally anymore. We leave them
lay there and wait for a storm to batter our sea wall.
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I think it's a pitiful situation, almost on
the entire western shore of Mobile. Mobile,
the City that sits at the head ot the bay,
the beautiful water and everything. There is
not a decent public facility or ~lace that I
know of on this entire western shore. I think
our County Commission and I think our City
Commission are remiss in this. We have got
a park down there that the jetties sticks out
in the bay. I can't even recall the name of
the park
McNally Park. This jetty, of
course, I think has caused the bay to fill in
back behind the jetty. If, we got out sea walls
in there we would have protection. WPat do you
have. I can remember a little more than four
years ago ~hen I would walk out in the bay and
I could soft shell. Actually I could catch soft
shells. There were grasses growing in the bay.
There was a hard sand bottom. Now, you walk out
and it appears sandy but there is about four
inches of just pure muddy muck that you sink into
if you try to walk along the bay. Is this caused
from channel dredging, this progress that creates
all of our jobs? I don't know, but sure makes
what you think is ideal living very convenient
and disheartening many times. Thank you.
COL. WILSON:
I have a card here for another Mr. Chachere,
almost the same address as the one previously. Is
he still here. Mr. and Mrs. Henry c. Williams, from
Mobile.
MR. HENRY

c.

WILLIAMS:

I pass.

COL. WILSON:
Mr. and Mrs. c. E. Rankin from Theodore,
Alabama. Capt. John J. Tvedt, from Bay Front Road,
Mobile. Mr. and Mrs. c.D Haig, Jr., Theodore, Alabama.
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MR. C.D. HAIG, JR:
Colonel Wilson, ladies and gentlemen
it's a little difficult to follow these distinguished
speakers on a proposition that's as narrow as this one.
There aren't too many elements involved. Actually,
there is a statement of the Corps that we are
talking about hurricane protection, beach erosion
and someone has already stolen my thunder, because
I was going to add log protection.
I would like to observe for the Corps that Mobile
Bay is a navigable stream. It's therefore a public
body of water and that these logs are definitely
a public hazard. They are somewhat like a highway.
I feel like the public authorities should erect
a stop sign against these logs to prevent their
encroaching
private property. I also concur
in the statements of several of the speakers, it
is absolutely useless and worthless for any individual
to erect a sea wall on his own property and believe
that he has any protection whatsoever. I have had
that experience and what happened? Mobile Bay just
simply bypasses my sea wall and comes in around
the other way and it does get in. I suppose, in
a few words we are talking about a matter that is not
a private matter in the strict sense but requires,
what I would term conununity action. A sea wall or
bulk.head all the way down would do the trick.
I think, and I reconunend strongly to the Corps that
the essence of this hearing tonight is the opinion
of the people who are property owners on the bay
and that their views should have paramount attention
over the views of others who have an abstract notion
of what is good for Mobile Bay.
COL. WILSON:
Mrs. Theresa Washington, Mr. B.M. Guthrie
from Mobile. Mr. and Mrs. Marcea Osborne. Charles B.
Schwind.
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First of all I work for Mr.
MR. CHARLES B. SCHWIND:
Arnold Debrow, the Tax Assessor and I had the
unpleasant task of surveying the western shoreline of Mobile Bay, immediately after Camille
to assess for property damages to try to afford
relief to the people. Well, number one from
all the way down from the Mississippi Line all
the way down to Dog River we seen extensive damage.
They were losses of houses and the erosion of the
beach was anywhere from thirty foot down to some
people had bulkheads and they only lost five or
six feet. But over the years the Bay has been
eroding at approximately a foot a year, naturally
in hurriance or adverse weather like we had this
spring the erosion is greater and the more noticable.
In 1952, when I wad stationed at the Ammunition
Dump we wrote a letter to the Cor:piof Engineers
when they were going to deepen the channel of Mobile
from thirty-six-foot to forty-foot, which it presently
is at in depth, to put the spoil along the entire
west bank of Mobile Bay, contouring it to the rise and
fall of the bluffs. Then tapering it off to make
hurricane type beach, where the wind and water
erosion would break and roll as opposed to hitting
a solid wall, such as some of the high bluffs that
the people talked about here. At that part~cular
time the Corpaof Engineers said that the expense
of taking and putting spoil pipe lines to the
western bank would approximately cost some three
million dollars more than the project would allow
it and they couldn't afford it. Since that time they
have taken th~ spoil and put in some six hundred yards
on the we
shore
he channel, which normally
ets th
fil r
our western shore, any how,
sludging
ke we have the problem, now. This
ruins the rlo ndering and oystering and crabbing that
~ow
of h p opl mentioned, But, in effect, we get
the
u ge an~ the bay gets shallower every year on
the es rn
de. Now, I have seen a map that
dates back to a survey made by some Army engineer
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back in I8I7 when the depth of the
whole bay was approximately eight foot and
that the western shore line showed a depth
of eight foot, about a quarter of a mile out.
Now, you can walk a mile to a mile and a
quarter and never get into water three foot
deep. What I still propose, I would like to see what the
engineers could come up with in a feasibility of
still spoiling the channel spoils to the
west end, contouring it to the rise and fall
of the bluff and then planting in these grasses
and marsh grasses that they are talking about
to entice the crustacea type like, back into
these shallow waters of the bay. We would improve
our crabbing, our floundering and our fishing
Above all, I would sure like to see them let Radcliff
take his dredge, as the article in the Mobile
Press Register, out of the upper reaches of
the bay and put it where they said they were
originally going to put it, north of the
Causeway on those dead reefs that are under
the mud, instead of attacking the live reefs
that put out the span and spat to propagate
the reefs further on down to propagate the sea
life in the bay. I am sure if Radcliff would move
that thing down there, where they are supposed
to , everybody would be happy and that bay, as far
as the sludge problem you are having now, as far as
your floundering and crabbing,would be alleviated.
I sure would like them to look into the feasibility
and I am sure the property owners would go along with
this, of putting that spoil on the western bank. Number
one, as they explained, the rights of the people for
the use of the water, starts at the high tide water.
But, there was a man here that says I have a deed
that covers X foot of land, a hundred and ten foot
of which is now in Mobile Bay. So, in effect he is
paying local tax on that water in the bay and getting
no use of it. His high water mark is one hundred
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ten feet out in Mobile Bay. The rest of the
land owners, if they checked their deeds
except in one location, on Hollingers Island
where the drift of the silt from Dog River
has filled up and added to, a man has been given
property. But normally and generally, on the
western bank people have lost. And, if they
have a survey they will find that they own
quiet a bit of property in Mobile Bay, by
putting the spoil up on that western bank they are
going to give us back the property we lost. Make
it a usable item for the taxpayer so that he can
further pay taxes on it. If he is given extra
land let him purchase it and make it a revenue
producing piece of land for the benefit of the
County, the State, and the United States Government.
I thank you.
COL. WILSON:
Thank you. Next, Mr. E.J. McCormick, from
Theodore, Alabama.
MR. E.J. McCORMICK:
I have nothing to say, either. It's all
been said very well. Mr. Haig, is a neighbor of mine
and he expressed it very thoroughly, I think.
COL. WILSON:
Noel Read Stowe, from the University of South
Alabama.
NOEL READ STOWE: My name is Read Stowe. I am an archaeologist
at the University of South Alabama.
My main ~nterest probably differs from most of you
here. I am interested in the heritage of Southern
Alabama. I am interested in the archaeological sites
along the west shore of Mobile Bay, the sites on
Little Dauphin Island, and sites on Dauphin Island,
and the sites on the Mississippi Sound. During the
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last three years, we have conducted an
archaeological survey of the area and we have
found approximately one hundred prehistoric sites
and maybe fifty important historical sites . One
interesting fact that I might mention is that
some of the so-called dead shell reefs that are off
shore on the western side of the Bay are probably
submerged Indian Village areas. There has been a
tremendous amount of erosion there, as you all
know during the past three or four thousand years.
Our survey indicates man occupied this area for
a little more than four thousand years, however,
he has only been having problems with it for about
the past two hundred years. The aboriginals who
lived in this area were able to co-exist quite
well, I think. Their large village areas attest
to this, however, when this proposed construction
projects or whatever projects are carried out
on the western shore of Mobile Bay, Mississippi
Sound and down on Dauphin Island, I hope the Corps
or any other agency will take into consideration
these sites and that we can preserve them or, if
they have to be destroyed will be able to excavate
the more important sites. Thank you very much.
COL. WILSON:

Mr. and Mrs. Taylor, from Lola Street.

MRS. TAYLOR:
We have had the Soil Conservation Service
down there twice. Our area is real pitiful and a
bulkhead was put up by twelve or fifteen property
owners
COL. WILSON:
Mrs. Taylor, I am sorry, but we haven't been
able to record your statement. If you would like
to come on up and repeat portions of it we can get
it on the record, I think we have noted the bulk of
it unless you would like to come up and say it one
more time.
•
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MRS. TAYLOR:
I am Mrs. Maxine Taylor. The situation in
our area is really pitiful. Everybody has tried
very hard to secure what they have but they have
lost in vain and the logs, we have them by the
truck loads. And concerning the bulkhead, Mr.
Norton and Mr, O'Connor -- Mack Connor at least
has sent us literature concerning as to how to
prepare sand and get away with this sugar clay,
or something like they call it that dissolves,
and put in new material. Different ones did
try that, but now the bulkhead is gone, so what
good will that do? That won't do any good at all.
Now, so far as the children are concerned, anything
in the world you want to know about they have it
down there in our area. They have put automobiles
over the c:liff. They have put all types of old
trash over the cliff and they have also brick bats,
stoves, anything you can think of, logs, but really
and truly I am mostly interested in some way or
another we could have a decent beach for our smaller
generation, because it's pitiful with the way their
little feet have to sink down in that mud and pull
them back out to try to go out and have a little fun.
Well, I thank all of you.
COL. WILSON:
Mr. Richard C. Bradley, from Cottage Hill
Road, Mobile --- Douglas Johnstone from the Alabama
Conservancy -- Mr. Ray D. Rushlow.
RAY D. RUSHLOW:

I pass.

COL. WILSON:

Mr. and Mrs. Charles M. Griffin.

MR. CHARLES GRIFFIN:
Colonel, the only thing I would like
to add is what would the feasibility be of possibly
using this log situation as a self paying project.
Has it been exploited as to what we could use the
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logs along the Bay, way up in the river. Looks
to me like we have an energy crisis, if we could
use something like that looks to me like we
could solve it.
COL. WILSON:
We will take a look at that. I can't answer
the question right now. Okay. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
E. Rigas.
I pass.

MR. ARTHUR RIGAS:
COL. WILSON:

Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Lorge.

I will tell you what's on my mind
MRS. FRED L. LORGE:
is the Tombigbee
COL. WILSON:

Could you come up, please.

MRS. FRED L. LORGE:
record

Well, it doesn't have to be on the

COL. WILSON:
As a matter
for your information, we have
a model of the Mobile Bay that has been constructed
for us at the Vicksburg Waterways Experiment
Station. I am going there Friday, as a matter of
fact, and we are going to do a series of studies
on this model, which we hope will show for us
the effects of certain construction measures on
the bay, on the currents in the bay and on the
sedimentation and erosion in the bay. We will be
looking, in that model, as part of this day and
as part of other studies as well. Thank you.
Next, Mr. John L. Devery, Jr.
JOHN L. DEVERY, JR:
Colonel, ladies and gentlemen. I
didn't hear about this meeting until tonight
over television. And, I beat it on out to the
Engineers Office out there. I was late getting here,
but I understand that pretty much the situation
here is that the citizens of Mobile, Alabama, and
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Mobile County are quiet concerned about the
erosion of Mobile Bay. I have been concerned
for years. My family settled in Mobile in
I843. I am here, almost, by right of conquest.
Now, I have placed my name as a candidate for
Public Works Commissioner for the City of Mobile
and that is a Commissioner responsible for this
type of work. I do not intend to make this a
political situation nor take advantage of the
situation, because I have already stated in
several speeches before now that it is my
intention to open up the Bay Front Road again
to the citizens of Mobile. And, in the process
of opening it up, to seek the advice of the
u.s. Engineers and those people responsible
who have the know how to reclaim that part of
our beach, in Mobile, by establishing a sea
wall or whatever is the device of the engineers.
This is one of the planks of my platform. I
thought I would take advantage of it. Thank you.
COL. WILSON:
Those are very fitting closing remarks.
I assure you I didn't put that card last on purpose.
It just cam(~ out that way.
At this point I would like to call on anyone else
who would like to make a statement, anyone that
we haven't covered yet.
MR. Poiroux:
I have got a place at Alabama Port. I have
got one hundred-sixty-three feet of frontage and
the summer before Camille come I fixed it where I
didn • t lose no land and it cost me two hundred
dollars. But a lot of you all wouldn't do what I
done. I fixed my land on a forty-five, the land
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is about six foot high. So I put it on a
forty-five, sloped it on a forty-five and
I mixed my own cement with a hoe. You all
wouldn't do that, and I put cement three
inches of cement on a forty-five. On top
I built a wall about thirty inches all the
way along the sea wall. During the Camille
when the logs had washed over and piled up
on my land, big logs, like that, but I never
did lose no land. I had four brothers. They
built theirs out of wood, you know, posts
and two-bys, you know straight up like that
and it washed everything and piled it on
my land. They lost from ten to twelve feet
of their land, you know, so now I am ahead
of them. So one of my brothers, he built his
now on a forty-five next to me, but the other
side is still open. So I am going to get a
post hole digger and dig a trench and fill
it with cement, so if the storm comes it won't
wash mine. So, I got to take mine, so that's
the onlyest way I can is by using cement. I
used ninety .four sacks of cement and I don't
know how many tons of sand I mixed it with
a hoe. Me and my boy. I protect my land that
way. Ever since, I haven't lost an inch of land
since then. Thank you.
COL. WILSON:

..

Thank you. Anyone else.

H.A. GUTHANS:
My name is H.A. Guthans. I have some
property down in Belle Fountaine that we bought
in I935. In the early days we lost at least
thirty or forty feet of frontage. When you
walked out off of the shore you went down to
above your ankles in muck. Now, what happens
I happen to be an engineer and I made a study
and we finally stabilized our frontage, but only
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at a great cost, however, there are a few
things that are important to those who build
bulkheads. F'or instance, looking at the map
here, the prevailing southeast winds in the
sununertime hit the shore and they work up
in a northerl~· direction. And, if you are
going to build a bulkhead put a rock crib
on each end and break up that movement that
is undercutting your banks. And then in the
wintertime, with the north winds,the movement
is in the reverse direction but it's not near
as great because of the low tide. There are
times when you can walk out a couple of hundred
feet without hardly wetting your shoes. But,
as I said we built up our beach and my neighbors
may not like it but I have built these rock
cribs and Camille come along and all but destroyed
them but we still have got plenty rock there to
break up the movement of the current. I just
wanted to get that one point over. Thank you.
COL. WILSON:

Do we have any further statements.

GEORGE CROZIER: My name is George Crozier, I am the
Associate Director of the Mississippi-Alabama
Sea Grant Program and the Chief Scientist at
the Dauphin Island Sea Lab.
I speak, representing in a sense the property
owners, from point of view and also someone
with a reasonable background in the field. I
have listened to the most of the corrunents and
am aware of many of these problems. The Dauphin
Island Sealab which is a facility of the Marine
and Enviromental Sciences Consortium, has lost
about forty feet of beach in one year, on the
east end of Dauphin Island between the groins.
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And certainly, the criticism of groins is
valid. We are playing with programs, studying
the effects of mixing real grasses and artifical
grasses in addition to groins as sand trapping
agents, to try to see if we can approve the
efficiency of groins on our own property.
I must reiterate the effectiveness of marsh
grasses in stablizing beach front property.
Programs on the Texas coast have had artifical
plantings survive hurricanes, whereas exposed
properties have been lost in very large amounts.
The comparison to pilings really isn't fair.
Marsh grasses are very small but the area of
contact with the beach is absolutely immense.
There is no comparison with pilings.
Now, there is no way to avoid the fact that
sand migration is a monstrously dynamic phenomenon.
You are reminded in a sense of the legendary
King of Wales
that presumed to :ta ve drowned trying
to stop the tide from coming up on the coast of
»igland. It makes me wonder how much we can talk
about stopping erosion in a dynamic system. We
can slow things down. We can modify them. I think
one problem, and I don't want to involve the Corps
in this, but this is a question that has been talked
about on nourishment of the beaches and bay,
utilizing dredge spoil and et. As the lady
pointed out, the dredge spoil and the maintenance
dredging it not satisfactory material for beach
nourishment. There is no way, at least I don't
believe there is any way, that we can approach
this particular problem from a beach point of
view. I could very well be wrong. It's simply an
opinion at this point. We have suggested, and
by that I mean the personnel of the Marine Science
Program, have suggested the creation of Marah
Islands, not across the path of the current or
Mobile and this is in relation to the Theodore
project, as originally suggested, but in line

.
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and again tested on the model belonging to
the Corps of Engineers in tenns of configuration
to best program the current flow. And, it may
very well be an off shore protective device
can be utilized to modify sedimentation on
shore. We have also proposed the use of
artifical grasses as an intennediate stage,
while trying to establish natural grasses. We
have in the past suggested the establishment
of artifical" kelp lands ",which is a large macroalgae,
of the west coast off of Dauphin Island. This is
an energy absorbing unit. Again, this is very
speculative. It has never been tried on ourthe energy level of our coastline and it may
not be only hurricane protection but perhaps
some sediment transported in this particular
project. I am not a sedimentary geologist or
an engineer. These are rather, off the top of
our heads sug~estions from past experience
playing with the marine enviroment •
•

Part of our problem, I think, is that we are
going to have to establish a viable program
of management in the coastal zone. There are
several bills before the Legislature of this
State now, with regard to coastal zone management.
Some of these are good. Some are bad. They all
need your analysis. If you are concerned with
the problem of erosion in Mobile Bay or in the
two Counties in Alabama, then, you all need to
become aware of the bills that are in the
Legislature, with regard to coastal zone management
including -- I can't help plugging a little bit
the entire dune buggy and recreational vehicle
bill, which is from our Mobile Delegation. We
have precious few sand dunes in Alabama and these
are daily being destroyed by the activity of
recreational vehicles.
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Now, I don't pretend to have solutions to
these-problems, but I think that I must endorse,
whole-hearted~y, from the point of view from
the Universities in the State and the Marine
Enviromental Sciences Consortium, the effort
by the Corp; of Engineers, in surveying this
problem. I do hope that they can come up with
an answer to our problems. Thank you.
COL. WILSON:

Any further statements.

A PERSON IN THE AUDIENCE:
about the map.
COL. WILSON:

I would like to ask a question

Surely.

A PERSON FROM THE AUDIENCE: I would like to ask about
the channel· shown
running southeast from the
Ammunition Dump. It's not in yet.
COL. WILSON:

No. That's correct.

A PERSON FROM THE AUDIENCE: What do you propose to do
with all the spoilage and silt that you are
going to dredge up out of there.
COL. WILSON:
That is one of the things that the model
is designed to help us look at. That is authorized
but not yet funded project, to go on in to Theodore
Channel. We are still studying it, the economics
of the area have changed a little bit since it was
authorized. We can't even state, for example that
it would be funded but that's one of the studies
that we are specifically undertaking with the model
at Vicksburg. Yes, please.
A PERSON FROM THE AUDIENCE: I would like to ask the gentleman
from the Tax Assessors Office, who talked about
adding this spoil onto our land and the property
owner being able to claim this land. I don't know
how many people are here, or who is aware of it
but according to the Title Insurance Company,
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Alabama is almost unique in it's law
concerning land appreciation, in that
appreciated land belongs to the State of
Alabama, not to the adjoining property
owners. Therefore, if this tax is paid I
suggest that Congressman Edwards, since he
is interested in this and also Senator
Sparkman, that they get together with the
proper State Officials and see to it that
this appreciated land be made available
to the property owners.
COL. WILSON:
Thank you. Would you please come
forward to the microphone.
JOSEPH W. JACOB, JR:
I want you folks to learn
something and I have got to tell you the
importance of this marsh grass. We all know
how reproduction occurs. A man and woman gets
together, there is a baby. We all know about
that but, I bet you that ninety percent of the
people sitting out there don't know where the
seafood corres from. It's marsh grasses. That
grass decorrposes in the water, bacteria break
it up. You have small animals that live on the
bacteria and some of the decomposition material
and some large animals feed off of them and more
feed off of them. All of a sudden you have
shrimp and you have fish. You take away those
marsh grasses and you don't have them. That's why
I am against so much dredging and filling.
Now, you have heard some people -- I am a Phd.
candidate and you have heard a fellow who is
with the Sea Grant Program, you heard Dr. Swingle,
who is with the State, they tell you - marsh grasses,
it will help, of course, they don't look that
good but they serve two functions. They keep your

•
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property and they give you back the seafood.
That's something you have to consider.
One other thing I will mention about this
dredging project north of Mobile. I will
teach you a little lesson about hydrology.
You take a ball and you put it on a board,
you raise that board here and you let that
ball run down to the floor. If, you hold
that board down here it will take a longer
time, it will be slower for that ball to
get to the floor. The same thing works with
water. The greater the channel depths is the
faster the current. The faster the flow out
to the Gulf. Sediments distribute according
to the velocity of the water currents. The
faster the currents the more sand that is
picked up are kept in suspension and gets
carried out. So, the deeper you channelize
the more that you take this heavy stuff,
that you are looking for and you are
dumping it out in the Gulf, where it is not
needed. Thank you --Colonel Wilson has got
a problem. He just assumed command and we
tend to put all of our anxieties upon him
and I feel for you.
COL. WILSON:

•

Thank you. Anyone else.

RICHARD STOKES: My name is Richard Stokes. I represent
Gulf Islands National Seashore, who now owns
Petit Bois, Horn and Ship Islands and the
water surrounding that area and I would like
for the record to show that we were represented
tonight to hear this discussion, also that we
were not officially notified. I was notified
by the Sierra Club out of New Orleans. Thank
you.

•
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COL. WILSON:
We will add you on the roster of
people here and we will send you all of our
further notices.
A PERSON FROM THE AUDIENCE:
Colonel Wilson, I would
like to say that the marsh grasses may be
good for the fish but it will ruin your
beach, you will have snakes.

•

COL. WILSON:
Do you have anymore statements for
the record -- ladies and gentlemen. In
concluding this meeting this evening, I
would like to ask those of you who may not
have,to fill out our card and register so
that we can send you notices of further
meetings. I would also like to say that
people from the Mobile District will be
coming ~o see several of you, who have an
interest or some knowledge of the problem,
in our continuing study to try to find the
best solution. I thank you very much for
your patience and your attendance.Thank
you very much.
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LTC Terrence J. Connell
Acting District Engineer
USA Corps of Engineers
Post Office Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628
Dear Colonel Connell:
Thank you for your letter of June 11
concerning the proposed public meeting on
July 31 concerning the beach erosion study.

..

The time, place and date sound fine
to me and I appreciate y
osting me in
this regard .

•

Jack Edwards, M. C.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE

F. 0. Box 638,

Grove Hill, Alabama

36451
July 31, 1973

.

Colonel Drake Wilson
Di~trict Army Engineer
P. 0 . Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628
Dear Colonel Drake:
The Soil Conservation Service recognizes shoreline erooion as a ~eriou:.
problem. Our local office in Mobile County has received numerous reque~t~
through the Mobile County Soil and ~fater Conservation Di:.trict for a~!';is
tance to land users along Mobile Bay and Dauphin Irland.
The Soil Conservation Service hopes that your study will reveal effective
ways to reduce or eliminate shoreline erosion. Through our Plant Materials
progra~ we are selecting and studying plants that might be u~ed to control
erosion along the beaches . We will be pleased to provide you the information
that we gather •
•

Sincerely yours,

?AfJI· ~ ,
H.~er ~ /
Area Conservationist
W.
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SIERRA CLUB, DELTA CHAPTER
1325 Iberville Street
Ocea• Sprir.ge, Ji.ie~ieeippi

39564
July 31, 1973

Col. Drake Wilaoa, District EagiI•er
Army Corp• ot Ellgiaeere, Mobile District
P.O. Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama
I• Re:

36628

A. .oUllcement o! Public M8etiag o• a survey of th•
Shorea of Mobile Couaty, Alabama (I~cludi•g Dauphii
Isla d) for the Purpoee of Beach Eroaioa coatrol
aad Hurrica•• Protectioa; ATTEl'?TIOlf OP: SAf. E1i"-PD

Dear Col. Drake,
I am her• to•ight repr•~•Rti g th• Delta Chapter ot th•
Hatioaal Sierra Club. Th• Delta Chapter 18 made up of Sierra
Club members ia th• etatea of Louieiaaa aad Mie~ieeipp1. As
you may lotow, th• Chapter wa~ i•etrumeatal i• the creatio•
of the Gulf Isla•d~ Katioaal S•a~hore. Although thia heariag
ma.i•ly deals with Mobil• Cowtty, Petit Boie Iela d (a memb9r
iel~•d ot the Gult Iela•d~ Katio•al Seashore) is withi• th•
scope of to•1ght•a eubject.
~.The loageet war waged o~ this pla:A!it ha~ b•e.11. betwsen the
8ea a.•d th• coati•••tes. Th• ehor•li:ne ie th• battle~round for
this coaflict. MA•, ilt hie attempt:i5 to enow hi~ domi:9.atc€J, has
choee.a thia 11rea tor a place to live. B9:f ore the era. of iJtdustrializatio•, th• war raged oa whil• ma• •~d hie ffecte were
ca~ted aside.
Hia impact was i•eigaifica•t ia compariso• to
wiater storma a•d hurrican.e8. ltow th t ma hae T,. eiapo ~ i• th•
form of dredges, groias, jetties a~d bulldozer~, he ie •O loager
1 ei~•ifica.t 1• hi~ impact o• the ~hore e viromn t. H• may
temporarily wia
battle, but with time, th• rele~tle~ ~ swells
•from etorme maay mil•e away aad occ8e~ioRal hurric ... ee alter his
impact so that it is ao lo•ger favorable to hie cxi~teac e OA th•
ehore. To coaeidcr the ohor• ••virolllilo•t a s a p rm~•e~t lnnd• rorm ~ubject to inte•eiv• developme•t a d •xploitatio• caa
~~
oaly lead to more a•d more aeces~ary but, paradoxically, Wl- ..
~
eucceeatul pd costly prograJr.8 i• beach etabil izi.tio•.
'"-.) ~

SIEW"~·.~
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The probl m8 that .face I, obi le Cou•ty are JtOt aeTI. They
have occurred 11 over the world. Severt..l yer..r~ a.go, the Corps
ot .&agirteer:o1 co.11.!'ltructed a. jetty o• the e&~ter.a. ead ot· Grl'ad r~le,
Louisia•a i• a a ttempt to stop erosion oa th~t e~d of the Isla,d.
It worked for a ~hil•, but the• residcats aoticed that the we~tern
s•d of the Iela•d was 5tarti•g to erode. Well, the Corps rallied
to the call agai•, aad coastructed a rock jetty at the weater»
eAd ot the Iel~•d. So it seeme that the problems have beeR ~olvcd,
but they have• 1 t. Geologists a.Jtd Coa:!5tal Morphologiets at Louisiu.n
State Univ•r~ity ow predict that a more ce•tral regio• of th•
Island will be the •ext area to give ~ay to wave attack. The iro~y
is that the o•ly bridge leadi•g to Gra.Jlld Isle is located o:m tl--e
western e~d. It th• westera-ceatral area erode~ as predict~d,
either a great deal o! dredgil'lg will occur to replace the s~d
being eroded or asother bridge will have to be built tor th• resid~nte OA th• ea~ter• e•d.
~eedless to !'lay, two multi-millioa
doll r rock jetties, coAtilluoua dredgi g to replace eroded beach,
aad/or a•other bridge are quit• costly to th• tax payer.

•

Allother regio• o.f the Uxiited St ates with th• 3ame oroblem
ie Loag Isla•d . Because of ite Jtear:aes~ to l1el'i Yorl. City, the
real estate values are s.moag the highest i• the v.orld (Schub erth,
1971). Improper coastructioll and use of such shore etructuree aa
groi•a aad jetties have resulted i• the loss ot millioae ot dollars to beachfro•t ow11.ers.
Barrier i sla•ds, such as Ship, Horn, aAd Petit Bois, are
co.11.etuttly movl•g 19estwa.rd. The proceas is e1n1ple. The tsedime:m.t
15Upp ly for these isl&lld:oJ ie th• Souther• Appalachia.• J, ouata1.11s.
sa~d si~• particles come to th• Gult by way of the ma1y rivers
that empty 111.to the ·hallow wa t ers east of Mobil• Poi•t (Cooperative
Gulf ot Mexico Estueri:ae Iaven.tory aad Stuay, Miesisaippi, 1973) .
After reachi•g the coast, th• 5a~d is carried v~~ tward by along
~hore or lit toral currents. This aa•d supply ie the wnbilical
cord of the island s . cut off the autric•t supply , aAd th• fetus
di~!!. Although the o:istern ellds ot' the i5la:.._d~ rode, th• migrati•g saad builds up the T:cster• e'f!.de. Thi!'! process ie a.e old &I!
time. What happened to the l.estern e:ad ot Gra.'t.d Iele is that
th• jet•y constructed by the Corps o• the ea~ter• e•d cut off
the supply of migratiYtg ~a•d. A l!imilar situatiolt occurs wit ,...,.
. .
Petit Boie Islaad. As late as 1732, Petit Bois Isla d was a ~ ~
part of Da.uphi• Isl~it.a (Richmoad, 1962). Co•tiaued ,, o~tT.ard "..).
.~
Sl!RRA
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drift of the !~land ha~ occurred u1til the oredr"ng of tne
Pa~cagoula Ship Challllel.
A• impoUlldi1.g rt.;a. to catch littoral
drift o• th& \':e.terl'I. e d of the !eland rav nt8 the ~orm<:1l
westl'1ard drift ot the igra ti tg :iaP\d unr·tic le s. rhus, the eae ter• e:ad ie erodil'lg, but the 'Yliester1'l e:ad i~ "lot moving v.c~t-. ard.
There a.re three solutio•s to tho probl m; no1Mver· , it r~eal:. •
that TJ18.ll must look o• as a:a obe :.rver aaa .ot try to 1 orce hi~
domi .::m.t trait:
1.
rfue flo" of sa~d 1'rom the Ap •alachin• r ou.~tai."l.:s muet
l!lot be impaired.
The proce!! 1r:uet be allowcu to proceed
a~ it has for ce1turies without interf·rence from ma~ ~~d
hie :scheme~ to co~ trol hie ui.viroru,1e:.1t.

The imp •ma :ng area a~d active drec...gL.g at tho wo!ter.in
ead of th• Island uet cea!e. If tho $aad particles are
allowed to reove westward, the I~land will not com_,letely
erode, !~stead, it will erely change its location.
2.

tuolley spent for :mch activities :i dred i tg ua. co~istruc
ot jet i s would be botter spont uy in:mr · ng the :s":abilizatioll of drifting ~a:m.d by naturally occurri.ng flora..

3.

tio~

Th• influence of ma.:a l!Utd his activities in the co• ~t;al
zone are beco•ni•g more obvioue oach day. Wei w0Aae1· "hat J.tas
happeaed to the abunaant seafood that u:s~d to be caugnt with
11 ttle ef!'ort, alld yet, we contlnue to dre f?e a1'l.d .d 11 the
e:!ltut"lrine l'l.ur~ery grou11<l! where th• young :;tnge :i of ti cse or1•allism:s live a .d grow. We r.ou.der llhy bodi•e of water th t ~is d to
t,e 5af• to •~im i:a. are now closed to tne public , an.a ~rot, we
co:n.ti•ue to dump improperly ti•eated ~e\H1.;..;e a ld l H. ,ctl cido~ into
these wate1' bodi· :i. W• wo"t.a r v;hy the barrier 1:11!: .4d: rn·e decrea~illg in aize, and yet , T;o conti....ue to cut of'1 t eir :, rnd
~UP r)ly or prEver'.t tnem .from ,ibrathtg westv.n.rd. ,..an'~ · ctivity
iA the CO '"' st al zo;;.e can be co rpcred to a. child p layi g \1l th f'ire .
He strikes the l a. tch, but he doesn • t u. aer ta.id MlY his nou~ e
burned to the ground.

SIERRA CLUB, DELTA CHAPTER

..

Col. Drake

July 31, 1973
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be~efit by tryi•g our best to b~ compatible with tha coastal
environment; observing ~ith wo•der the miraculous Gvent~ that
take pls.ce .
1

r~I~. p1 n~.
c;;:w.
't.
Jacob,

\.Cting Chairmo:A
Gulf Coa~t Sierra Club 11·oup

•
cc

l11ichael O·borne, CLaot er Chairman
Do!'l.ald Bradburll, Chapter CoJt~ rtrntio• Chl

j_"l'T •

n

REFEREJ:, CSS
1 d .
1973 . Coopera ~ive Gulf of I.1e:x.ico .t; stu riae
Il'we ltory t'G1.d Study, Mi:;si~sipp i. Gulf Coa:st Hesea.rch
Ll'\b ort"ltory; Ocean S ' riJ.1.gl!, i.'iis:::issippi; 434 p P .

Cl-i.ri[tMa::i, ,1 . '{. ,

Riclllriorid, E. Avery .

~~j :Jsissipni .

1962. The I•'auna. r~~'ld F'lora. of Hor• Isla.·'ld,
Gulf Re~earch Heportl! , 1(2}: 59-106.

Schub rtb, Chri:3tooher J. 1971. Long I~land•~ OceaA Beache~.
Se a Frontier:s, 17(6): 350-362.
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STATE OF ALABAMA

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND NATl HAL HESOURCES
P. 0. In 111 • Dnpbit hind. Ala bl a a 36S21

July 23, 1973

C. WALLACE

DIVISION OF MARINE RESOURCES
WILLIAM f , AHOUSON, DIRECTOR

T COMMISSIOHElt

Statement Presented at a Pliblic Hearing for the Purpose of Beach
Erosion Control and Hurricane Protection in Mobile County, Mobile, Alabama
July 31, 1973.

Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen,
I am Hugh A. Swingle, Assistant Chief Marine Biologist, Marine Resources
Division, Alabama Department of Conservation and Natural Resources.

I

have

lived and worked on Dauphin Island for approximately 6 years.
Beach stabilization is both a complex and expensive problem.

The west-

ward transport of sand from the barrier islands and subsequent erosion of
the shoreline is a natural phenomenon, as is the erosion of shorelines of
the bays and sounds.

Man is able to slow or accelerate this process by

man-made structures and beach nourishment.

Simple observations clearly de-

monstrates that bay shorelines with established marsh grasses are more stable
by far than unvegetated areas.

Very little of the shorelines of Porters-

ville and Grand Bays have an erosion problem except in the Coden and Sans
Souci Beach area where there is no mar.sh vegetation.

Establishing marsh

grasses along the shorelines of the bay would

reduce the rate of

grea~ly

erosion, however, few waterfront property owners seem to want these grasses
blocking their access to the water. Bulkheads, which are at least a temporary solutionJare perhaps more attractive from the property owners point
of view.
Approximately 6 ..5 million cubic yards of spoil material is removed
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..
annually from the Mobile Harbor and Outer Bar.

Spoil from channel main-

tenance is primarily fine materials which are high in organic matter and
silt.

Unless stabilized by vegetation this material would not remain along

the shoreline for any great length of time.

Its 11mud-like 11 nature would

most likely be objectionable to waterfront property owners.

This has re-

cently been the reaction of property owners in the Coden-Bayou La Batre
area and those at the mouth of the Perdido Bay channel when this was proposed.
Erosion control of the Dauphin Island beach is certainly more critical and more difficult than stabilization of inside shorelines.

The eastern

end seems fairly well stabilized by the groins but from the Isle Dauphine
Club westward as much as l.ioo feet of beach has been lost during the past
12 years. Beach sands are being continuously carried to the west by the
currents resulting in the westward migration of the island which is
longer now than in 1851.

4 miles

Jetties would perhaps slow the rate of loss but

without adequate ini'orma.tion on littoral drift and currents they may accelerate the rate of erosion in one area while reducing it in another.

We

certainly need a thorough study of the beach erosion process of Dauphin
Island.
The pass between Dauphin and Petit Bois Islands has widened from
miles in 1851 to about 5 miles today.

1.5

The increasing width of the Pass has

caused Bayou La Batre and Cod.en to become more exposed to wave action from
hurricane winds and has caused the complete destruction of the oyster fishery
in Portersville Bay by increasing saltwater intrusion into the bay.
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Bois is a National Wildlife Refuge and is one of the Gulf Islands National
Seashores administered by the U.S. Parks Service.

It is certainly in the

public interest that federal funds be used to protect these public lands
by stabilizing the eastern end of Petit Bois Island.
In concluding, I believe that a thorough study should be made by the
U.S. Corps of Engineers, who have the expertise, to determine the most
feasible methods of beach stabilization of Dauphin Island and the western
shore of Mobile Bay and the stabilization of the eastern end of Petit Bois
Island.
Thank you.
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United States Department of the Interior
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
B UREAU OF SPORT F ISHER I ES AND WILDLIFE
17 EXECUTIVE PARK DRIVE, N. E.

ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30329

July 19, 1973
District Engineer
U.S . Army Corps of Engineers
P.O . Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628
Dear Sir:
We appreciate receiving your notice of public meetlng to b~ aeld on
July 31, 1973, in the Mobile County Courthouse at Moblle, Alabama,
on a survey of the shores of Mobile County (including Dauphin Island)
for the purpose of beach erosion control and hurricane protection.
Your study is being couducted at the request of the U.S . Congress in a
resolution adopted by the Senate Public Works Committee on October 27,
1970.
This Bureau will not be represented at the meeting. However, we will
review project plans in accordance with the Fish and Wildlife Coordination
Act ( 48 Stat . 11-01, as amended; 16 U. S . C. 661 et seq.) , and if necessary
provide recommendations for the protection, mitigation, or enhancement of
fish and wildlife resources . These studies will be made in cooperation
with appropriate State conservation agencies. It is requested that you
provide information on project planning as it progresses so we may carry
out investigations and report in accordance with your schedule .
Sincerely yours,

.._
De

/ . /. .( r·

,~/,,/.~. ( t1;;"'~,
£{·
egionaJ Director

1/
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MOBILE

AREA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
July 31, 1973

Colonel Drake Wilson
District Engineer
U. S. Army Engineer District, Mobile
P. 0. Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628
Dear Colonel Wilson:
Attached is the statement of the Mobile Area Chamber of Conunerce in response to your announcement on a survey of the shores of Mobile County,
Alabama for the purpose of beach erosion control and hurricane protection.
The Chamber, of course, offers its continual cooperation with the Corps
of Engineers in anyway necessary for the benefit of our community.

CLM:sj
Enc:
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STATEMENT OF MOBILE AREA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
AT U. S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS' PUBLIC HEARING
7:00 P.M., 31 JULY 1973
ON A SURVEY OF THE SHORES OF MOBILE COUNTY FOR THE
PURPOSE OF BEACH EROSION CONTROL AND HURRICANE PROTECTION
The Mobile Area Chamber of Commerce is pleased that the Corps of
Engineers is studying the salt water shore lines of Mobile County to determine
what steps can be taken to provide beach erosion control and hurricane protection.
We have noted with concern over the past several years the extensive
erosions on the west shore line of Mobile Bay and the Gulf shore line of Dauphin
Island. We have intense interest in both of these areas.
As you know, we have actively supported the construction of the
Mobile Bay model at the Waterway Experimental Station at Vicksburg, Mississippi
and earnestly solicit you to use this model for whatever means practicable to
study this problem.
We understand that two methods of dredging a 40-foot ship channel
into the Theodore Industrial Park are presently being tested on the model.

It is

our feeling that either of the two channels being tested, if constructed, would
have a beneficial effect on beach erosion on the western shore of Mobile Bay.
Further, both channels involve

disposition of spoil that could be beneficial

in retarding beach erosion on the western shore. We urge that these considerations
be progr8llllled into the current testing of these channels.
As you know, Dauphin Island was developed by the Mobile Area Chamber
of Commerce, so our interest in beach erosion along its southeastern shore is
somewhat proprietary. We offer for your consideration (keeping in mind that tests on
the aforementioned Mobile :Bay model could provide substantial data) that the prevailing winds along our coast are southeasterly and produce a predominantly western
current.

For years this westerly current has carried a large volume of sand from

south of the Fort Morgan area and, we believe, has created the white beaches of
Dauphin Island.

Is it conceivable that the cuttin$ of the ship channel has impeded

this natural flow of material --- as would seem evident by the frequencies and
amounts of dredging necessary to keep the channel open?

We understand that now

most of the spoil from the lower channel maintenance is hopper dredged out into the
Gulf.

We offer

for your consideration, and possible testing on the Mobile Bay model,
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the concept that future disposition of this spoil to the west of the ship
channel, in the area between Dauphin and Pelican Islands, may replenish the
southeastern beaches of Dauphin Island.
We are also interested in detennining what effect the outbound
current from Mobile Bay, diverted by the west Gulf current, is having on the
southern shore of Dauphin Island and the impact, if any, that could be created
by the construction of a jetty of substantial length extending from the southeastern end of Dauphin Island toward Sand Island.

The present riprap groins

on the southern side of the Island have apparently failed to preserve the beach
and are rapidly becoming islands completely detached from the beach.

By a jetty

of "substantial length" we mean at least 2,500 feet initially with the most
ultimate, practical length to be determined by model testing.
What we have proposed in this statement are merely some of our thoughts.
We would be happy to discuss them further with you when you desire.
the past, the Mobile Area

Char~ber

And, as in

of Conmerce offers the Corps of Engineers its

assistance in solving these P<?rsistent problems.

The solutions we believe today

lie in further adaptation (if necessary) and testing on the Mobile Bay model.
We urge you to pursue this as rapidly as possible while we still have some
beaches to save.
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It is arrarent to the property owners thal .some type of structural design is needed to contain and channel the drainage of the creek. It is also
quite apparent to the owners that such a structural design is costly; most
µrobably outside their fi1\ancial capabilities. The-> possibility that a de sign
constru<'ted by the property owner might alter the natural migration of
sand has thus far prevented action on their part. Al though C'ertain they
can alleviate their personal problems consideration concerning possible
damage to other property has stalled most activity in pursuit of correction
of said drainage.

Although this is most definately a locali~ed problem, it serves lo 1n<..licate th~ difficulties faced by the properly owner8 in struggling to protect
their· land. Without exception each property owner has lost a great deal
of his land. (Supporting land survey of one property O'-\ ncr is attached.
Note survey was taken after Hurricane Camcllc and reelaiming of same
land. )
For years the rnvn<:>r has faced this rroblem . Finances c:i.nd personal
skills an<..1 talents arc not unlimited, it is time help \\'a8 given .

..
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Submitted by:
Mr. & Mrs. B. I. Crabtree

~l--1-~~ ~:J: y;y_AllC;~-<-Mr. & Mrs. Alfred R a msey

~'\J__ '11/'41

J 1.....-

Mrs. Betty La~f

c+-0L --1.2a.'Y\'\ ~~
~

/7

·~3 ait. h-1'1~(J

Qr. &

/'

. ff_ ,

JQ

~s.

.

George Bruner, Dl1n;l

J1

7

j

l

>.17l.<l . .o/JJ,t1R ~d-#/-U ,ii/p(.tJ

Mr. & Mrs. J . J. Mrartrns
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l, F. v. Row, a l"OsUWred Wld SllJ'ft7or int.ha St&te of Alai-, he,..b)' oort.iJ'y t.h&t t.ha to,..go1nr,
c r1 bed proper1.7 , t.o vt t :

u

a tNO Md eor,wc1. pl.at or t.ha following d••-

r

P&rt. ..r Lot l or a Suhl1rla1on in Sect.inn 2, Township 6 S~h, !!ant'" l Woet, known u the al.Arri• r al.a, acco~ t.o pl.at ,..corded in 11&1 6ook l,
pa.,. 17 or t.ha
in U. ortioe ot Jud!" o! Probate, Mobile CoantJ, .lla"-, .,,.. paM.iculArlJ ducr1bed as foll°"' ' FROM an int.ersectlan or
tho East rlO>t.-ot_,- UM nf Cedar Point ~. "1th ti. .3outh line or 14\. 2 or aaU Subdi..Uian, NII So\l\h ei.•-so• ~t. l&J feet t.o the East Una
ot a SO toot. MJOM1-y. ft'Vlt.9d br A. C. O.nb7 anS wU• t.o lfobU.e COW"ltJ b7 inot.nment dated 2~ 0.Cl'&her l9SO ....S recorded 1.nO.•OBook 522 N.S ., par.•
2)1 thence Ylth a de0.ct.1on M>C1.e ot 89•"'41' t.o t.ho rlgl>t., ""' Sout'-"dl,J along ti• P'.aat line or s aid 5<>-fOO\. rcied"'1 200 feet t.o U. point or
be~~ or the PJ"OP"-J' he,..1n d.,.cribed, t.t.noo corrt.in• S oat-...UJ along t.i.. r.,,t line of 1aid ')() foot ~ 100 feet to a point, t.t.nce
Sout.b 84•-so• !ut. alcn,11 a line pe.n.l.Ul W1th the Sou\.h lino ot said Lat. 2 or the t..lAnde Cla..IA 1.12 feet,
or ~. t.o U.. Vest.em Shore Uno of
Kobile 8-y, thence No1'1.~l7 a}.QQg the
ot said Wes~m !>hare U... 100.9 feet, .,,.. or ie..s, t.o a point. lllh1&h 119..., Soul.h ai.•-so• East
i.o:t feet, ..,,.. <1r l••· r.... the point or beginnln(, ti.nee North &•-so• »oet 402 teet.,
or lau, t.o the point of be&:1JvU.ng, oaid land being
id.entitled u puoel ) en t.i.. MP recorded vlt.h the r1gttt.-or._,. deed h'<a A. C. !lent.,. and w1te "o llobU• r ....nt.1 •b<ml ret•......S \o.
I tun.her cer1.1!7 \het. ti. bu.l.l41Jlp now •l"O ct.ed an sald lot. are within U.. boun:larl.ea or sam; U.\ t.be,.. are no •ncl"Cllclmlnt.s by buildil\.,. ot adjo1niJI«
rroperty excef'I. u shown: t.h&t ti.re are no ri~s-or-1, ea..-ms or Joint dri"..,a, <Mir or acroeaald anll ..Uibl.e en the s\lrlace •xco;it u ehown;
th&t. t.here are no •lae\r1c or t.elepll«-. vireo (excludiJI& viNs llhich eerw ti. ~es onlJ) or stl"\lc:\llZ'H or eupport thentor, 1ncllJl<Un,o: pol.es, anchon
an! fiUJ' wire•, on or ....,,. ea14
exoopt. as shown.
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July 13, 1973

District Engineer
Department of the Anny
Mobile District, Corps of Engineers
P. o. Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama
36628
Attention:SAl.iEN-PD
Dear Sir:
Thank you for studying the situation in Mobile Bay and
Dauphin Island.
•

The beach has been badly eroded and we have many pictures we can show you indicating this.
o n the enclosed I have drawn a red line around an area
that has smoothed out as you will see in more recent
pictures .
I believe that if: you would stabilize Sand Island which
picutres show is moving westwardly, that this would do
the seashore? a great deal of good. However you stabilize
it, if it is with scrap material or with growing vegetation, would certainly not matter. But if you could make
vegetation grow there on the waters edge, it wou ld be
good environment for fish hatching, etc. Also Pelican
Island, which was above the water a couple of years ago,
it now entirely below the water. Certainly it would be
well to bring this back to life and stabilize it.
As far as I know, the Goverrunent owns Sand Island, and
although Pelican Island is assessed to the Webb Estate,
I am sure that title to that could be gotten easily.
Therefore, these two islands could be made into public
parks, if that is necessary •

•

Also in many pla=es on the north part of Dauphin Island
and in the bays which are shallow, I believe you should
srudy barging in large amounts of saw grass and depositE-8-J
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ing them in an effort to let them grow, thereby building
up the area, protecting the shores, the causeway, etc.,
and providing growing places for fish and crabs.
Thanking you, I am
very truly,

•
JEM:jh
Encl.

P.S. Also enclosed are two air pictures, one in 1965
and one in 1973.

~
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1954

DAUPHIN ISLAND - FACING
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1965

DAUPHIN ISLAND - FACING EAST
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1973

DAUPHfN

ISLAND - FACING WEST
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Gentlemen:

We own property on Mon L11ia ltalimd, and thio 1 ot .is

7J feet wide, and fronts on !.fobile

£1'Y•

.'lpproxirn:ottel~r

Our home in wooden frame·

con~tructed

with tongue and gro<>Te siding - suitable for aunmer, as 1e un.iruntl..ated.
It 18 a o<Xllfortable, veil built medi\111 sized house, but i t the eroaioo.
oontinuee in the future as it has in the paat, we will haTe no home && it
will be in Mobile Bq.
rar

1nlanc3. The

the

~.

1

..Jhei.1

this house vu originally bui.lt it waa far,

original ownen had no rear that it would be vaahed. 1n to

We haTe ovned thia property for almo11t 11 years, and since ve

bought it ve haTe loat about 40 to 45 feet of bank and beach.

ETen this past

winter ve haTe loat big chunks of bank to the winter 11torm8, especiall;r to the
Febru&r7 bl1zza.rd.

We had a nice 1o1har£ and pier when we bought the place

but Bets1 snd Camille complet.e}J" de11troyed it, S'ld these two hurricanes also
vere reaponaibl.e for tsking about .:lJ feet of our beach and bank •• If 1o1e had not

been in a high apot, about 1.3 to 20 «Bet aboYe the ba;r, 1o1e would havo had no
house •• Juat a gueae, but about correct, that in about 8

rears,

proTi.ded no

hurrioane•, or home 1o1ill either be in the bey or dangerousl;r clo11e •• But one or
two mor hurricanea woul.d just about do 1t•• (Aie more like Camille will probably
~e

not

d

our hom •• Ch Mon Luis Ulland Cemille did rnach veil oTer hurricane force,
nolent am the Mi.8eiasipp1 coaat, but plenty bad enough. We haTe buil•

bulkhead atter bulkhead, planted tree11 and bushes etc to tr.r and stop the erosion,
on}J" to

ha~

them battered d•)'Wil and 1o1ashed

av~

year after year.

We, Md am aure

all the ooaat line re&ident&, 1o1ould appreciate any help you could get for

118 KillDarnock St.
Moblle, Ala., J66o!.
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30th
1973
Corps of Engineers
Mobile District
P. O. Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628
To Attention Of:- SAMEN-PD
Dear Sirs:
This statement is filed on behalf of the membership of the
Isle Dauphine Country Club, located on Dauphin Island, Alabama. Membership, including all classes and their families,
constitutes about 2,000 persons.
The Isle Dauphine Count ry Club is a non-profit corporation organized under the Laws of Alabama. Its lands and properties
have a current fair mar ket value in excess of $1,000,000.00.
The lands include some 4,500 feet of Gulf beach frontage. The
club is an essential part of the Dauphin Island complex.
The writer has more than 45 years of personal knowledge of
Dauphin Island and the Southern half of Mobile Bay. He has
read numerous publications on the littoral and marine environment; is a member of the American Littoral Society and of the
International Oceanographic Foundation; is a Past President of
the Isle Dauphine Coun 1;ry Club; and for several years has been
and currently is Chairman of the Isle Dauphine Country Club
Conunittee on Erosion. He pretends no expertise in, only a
familiarity with, the subject.
The following

statemen ~ s

represent the opinion of the writer.

THE WE:3T SHORE OF MOBILE BAY
The Problem
•

The West shore of the Southern part of Mobile Bay has eroded
badly over an undeterm:tned period of years. About one mile
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offshore from Alabama Port there is the pipe of a well drilled
many years ago on land. This suggests the erosion loss of
land averages about 50 feet per year. The eroded material
contributes to sedimentary deposits on oyster beds and in channels. Loss of the shore now threatens the one highway affording
access to Dauphin Island, and constitutes a substantial land
loss .
The Causes
Without testimony more reliable than memory and vision, it is
risky to be specific but it seems to the writer the most severe
erosion has occurred South of the Theodore Ship Channel and that
the most rapid rate of erosion took place in the 30-odd years
since that channel was dredged. The following are believed by
the writer to be the principal causes.
(1) Starvation of the West shore due to entrapment by the Theodore Ship Channel of natural nourishment. If this is a cause,
it will be aggravated by the new and deeper channel.
(2) The main Mobile Bay Ship Channel, directing silt-bearing
water away from the shore.
(3) Reduced siltation of flood waters by upstream dams which,
in turn, reduces the supply of shore building material.

(4)

Short term erosion by wind-and-ship-generated waves.

(5)

Rising sea level.
The Cures

(1)

Use dredging spoil to replace lost shore land.

(2) Although much of the dredge spoil may be slurry, the quality or the material could be an advantage, being suitable for
various plantings. By establishing vegetation (serpentina
patens, serpentina alterniflora, and/or selected rhizomes have
been used successfully in similar intertidal zone s ) there would
be restored a productive estuarine marsh highly beneficial to
the coramercial and sports seafood industry, as well as to the
shores.
E-10- 2
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(3) To the extent feasible and where most needed, install protective walls and groins.
LIT'l1LE DAUPHIN ISLAND
This is a separate island, present l y undeveloped, lying North
of the Eastern portion of Dauphin Island. It, together with
Dauphin Island, forms the protected harbors for commercial and
sport boating in Dauphin Bay and Aloe Bay. It is an important
part of the estuarine system. Although i t has some areas of
moderate elevation, supporting several a cres of large pine tree
growth, it is primarily a marsh and sand i sland.
The Problem

•

The Northeastern shore of Little Dauphin I s land has suffered a
severe erosion. Ultimate loss of Little Dauphin Island will in
turn lead to destruction of the protected harbors, and will expose to the elements the North shore of Dauphin Island whic h
supports federal and state marine laboratories, a large marina ,
and a substantial amount of residential and commercial development.
The Causes
The causes ere believed ~o be the same as tho s e state d in respect of the Western Shl)re, which cause s are here adopted.
The Cures
Al though the dredge spo:ll material obtained from deepening and
maintenance dredg ing of the nearer portions of the Mobile Ship
Channel are likely to consist primarily of sand, with a small
percentage content of c :.ay and silt, the cures are believed to
be the same as those suggested for the We s tern Shore.
DAUPHIN ISLAND
Dauphin Island i s situated at the confluence o f Mobile Ba y , Mi ssissippi Sound and the Gulf of Mexico. The East half is e conomically developed to a substantial degree. Development is in part
residential, with several hundred permanent home s , second homes
and condominiums. There is a 100-room Holiday Inn as well as
a number of smaller motels and apartment complexes . It is the
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•

site of an important sport and conunercial seafood industry and
of valuable recreational facilities, including a large marina.
It has a number ofpublic areas and facilities, including
trailer parks, picnic areas, camping areas, bathing beaches and
fishing piers. It has a Coast Guard base, radar base, Bar
Pilots base, and a marine institute operated by a consortium of
some 16 universities.
The Problem
Skipping over geological history when the sea level was some
400 feet lower, charts and other records covering the past 350
years or more give the following coastal picture.
On the East side of the mouth of Mobile Bay there was the currently existing peninsula, with a chain of small sand islands
extending Southwardly from the Westward tip of that peninsula.
Mobile Bay discharged Southwardly across relatively shallow
sand flats. On the West side of the discharge route there was
a single large island, now called Dauphin Island, but which at
that time extended Westwardly to a point approximately South
of Pascagoula Bay. A large peninsula extended Southwardly from
Dauphin Island, with another and smaller island, now known as
Sand Island, lying a slight distance Southward of the Southern
tip of this peninsula. Dauphin Island, its Southern peninsula,
and Sand Island formed a protected harbor, deep enough for the
ocean-going vessels first of Spain, then of France, and as recently as Farragut's fleet. Both the peninsula and Sand Island,
as well as Dauphin Island, supported a heavy growth of large
trees. During early European settlement buildings existed on
all these areas.
It is of course true that instability and change are the characteristics of a coastal environment. Sand is constantly in
motion:- sometimes in, sometimes out, sometimes from one place
to another. There is a general Westward littoral current that
bears sand with it. However, there does not appear to have been
noticeable changes from natural causes prior to man-made developments, perhaps because sand moved out of the subject area by the
littoral current was replaced by sand brought in on the same
current from areas to the East.
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When a coastal area becomes developed, it is frequently the case
that sand moves from plac~s where it is wanted or needed to
p laces where it is neither wanted nor needed. The line of small
sand islands running Southward from the Fort Morgan peninsula
disappeared, perhaps due in part to the rising sea level. (At
Pensacola a rise of 6.24 inches in the last 47 years was measured, and at Eugene Island, Louisiana, the rise has averaged
almost 1/2 inch annually for the past 30 years.) Perhaps at
least in part because of the loss of this protective barrier,
the large single island broke into f~ur separate pieces which
became known as Dauphin Island, Petit Bois Key, Petit Bois
Island, and Pelican Island.

•

Sand Island lost its houses and trees and began a Westward migration. Pelican Island lost its houses and trees, and sank beneath
the waves. Petit Bois Key disappeared. What was Dauphin Island
after its break-up into pieces since has undergone a thinning
and lengthening process. The present island is now about onehalf its North-South depth of less than 100 years ago, while,
during the same period, its Westward terminus has extended Westwardly more than 30,000 feet.
Historically the East half and most valuable part of Dauphin
Island has been sheltered by Sand Island and by Pelican Island
and by the shoals remaining when Pelican Island went under.
Currently, not only has Sand Island migrated Westwardly but it
has severely deteriorated. Pelican Shoals also appear to be
migrating. Although the prevailing littoral current is Westward, there is strong evidence of an eddy within the Sand Island,
Pelican Shoals and Dauphin Island circumference producing an
Eastward littoral curr~nt alon~ this portion of the South shore
of Dauphin Island. Within the past ten years there has been a
rapid and substantial land loss in this area.
It appears to the writer and a good many others that an accelerated rate of erosion has occurred within the last half century.
Within the same time frame the Mobile Ship Channel has been
widened and deepened, and there appears to have been an increase
in the annual volume of water discharged by the river systems
into Mobile Bay and, vta the ship channel, into the Gulf.
The Causes
(1) Severe erosion of the South shore of Dauphin Island, reducing the Island to less than one-half its former width.
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(2) Elimination of substantial beach areas between the water
and constructed improvements, increasing peril of storm damage
to developed areas.

(3) Erosion and migration of Sand Island, and Pelican Island,
increasing the exposure of Dauphin Island to storm damage.

(4) Substantial reduction in, if not elimination of, natural
rebuilding forces. The ship channel is a sediment trap for sand
that otherwise would be carried naturally by the littoral current from areas to the East into the area now being eroded.
(5) Apparent creation of a whirlpool South of the Eastern portion of the island. The ship channel runs along the Eastern
side of the Sand-Pelican-Dauphin basin. Discharge down this
side creates an eddy in the remainder of the basin.

(6)

Short term erosion by wind-and-ship-generated waves.

(7)

Rising sea level.
The Cures

(1) Replenish the South beach of Dauphin Island by off-shore
dredging. While this can be done more economically by dredging from the North side or Dauphin Island, and pumping across,
it is doubtful the dredge can find an adequate supply of acceptable material in this area. It probably will be necessary
for the dredge to sweep from the Gulf at a suitable distance
from the shore.
(2) Install a pump-out station on the West side of the channel,
near the East end of Dauphin Island, and use channel spoil to
create feed banks from which material can be carried to the
beaches by the littoral currents.
(3) Stabilize the re-established beach areas by the installation of groins and by the planting or vegetation.

(4) Re-establish the East end of Sand Island and rebuild the
island by dredging and by the use of channel spoil to the extent available.

•
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Conclusion
It should be noted that the reconunended cures are not to create
something that never before existed but, to the contrary, call
for at least a partial restoration of environmental conditions
pre-dating man-caused as well as natural changes. The Environmental Policy Act was designed to foster exactly such programs
as this. That Act was not intended to be used by incoherent
pseudo-ecologists to convert the Corps of Engineere into an
agency for the suppression of scientific restoration and development of the environment;. While the dollar cost of such procedures
may slightly exceed the dollar coat of wasteful deposit at sea of
dredging spoil, there would be a substantially improved .u ueu co~+
benefit ratio in an int;egrated program which would include both
necessary channel dredE~ing and necessary enviroT1JT1ental restoration and protection.
•

Respectfully submitted)

rman
E aion
Country Club
AJT/n

CC:

Mr. W. D. Blacksher
President
Isle Dauphine Country Club
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District Engineer
U. S. Army Engineer District, Mobile
P. 0. Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama 36628
Dear Sir:
I am in receipt of your announcement of a public
meeting for the purpose of beach erosion control and
hurricane protection.

•

I have a home on Dauphin Island Parkway at Bay
View on Judith Point, one and a half miles North of
Alabama Port. I have owned this home for approximately
21 years. During this time, I have lost about 50 foot
of bluff on the bay - 15 foot to Camille. About 1 foot
a year is lost to erosion due to rainwater. All of my
neighbors have suffered the same loss.

It won't be too many years before my home will
fall into Mobile Bay unless something is done to stop
erosion and storm damage.
While dredging the channel, why could not a road
and sea wall similar to Biloxi Beach be built from Brookley
Field to Cedar Point?
Sincerely,
q~~;...~ c.?~~
Thomas 0. Bower
TOB/ab

T • (' • ! C•\'· ( l
?.L~10 Su. h S(•l·(' i
P.~o l ·:i.J E , i·..l;. 1•

•

•
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t:.--THE UN IVERSI TY OF A LA BAM A
CO .LEGE OF ARTS ANO 5Clf"-..jCES

.

ll H I VERSlTY, AL A BAM A 35486

DEPARTM E NT 0 F 610\..0GY
P . 0. B OX NO. 1927
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Tos
Refel

Public Hearing on July :n, 1973, at 7:00 pm CDT at the Co'Wlty
CODdl!ll!.lion Meeting Room., Third Floor, Mobile County Court House.

(l) Required of U. S. Congrel!.la, 27 October 1970
(2) .Amtounce.inent ot this hearing, 5 Juq 1973, by t he District
Engbwer,
Kr. Drtlke Wilson, of the U. s. AI"f1(1 C.Orps or
Engime1"9, Mobile District.

Subject:

Frau

•

Beach Erosion Cont!'ol and Hurricane Protection !or the Western
shores or Mobile Ba7 and shores at Dauphin Isl.and and Petit Boie,
Ielan<W.

Dr. Iouis O. ~IAMS, PJ'ot. of Ecoloa, Dept. of Biology, P. O. Bett
1927, tl'HIVERSITY# Alaba• 35~.

Jtraelt and se-.eral ot JV' graduate atmdnta have done a. great deal of
reseal"'Ch in the area ot this hearing over the past sevenl ~aM, especia~
penaiOiJll to the Sparti.na-Juncu.s salt mart1hee and the areae being devastated
as11oe1ated with dune vegetation. I also have done extensive research in
t.bi• kind ot work in marine habit.ts in North Carolina.
U the eolution u to bulk-head these are&e to control waehout from
at.er and w1D4, J111Uch consid.e:r"lltion 11nJ8t be gi-.en to the destruction or
most valuable maMh vegetaUOl!l and the sand-binding graaa or the dune•,
UninolA panicul.ata. The blst eolution would be to etudy the real cauaea
or beach e?'OBiOll# 11bich permits further da.l!llg& trom tides and hurricanes.
}'.arsh and beach vegetation can hold sand and arsh nrud8 if allowed to
get a foothold b)r the NATIVE VEGETATION. Arq other methoa have been tried,
euch as at Xitt)' Ha1dc, Horth Carolina, but all ended 1.n t•ilUl'9.

All kinds or J10tor vehicles, such as beach buggies and motor cycle a
or dl"edge mat~al
to produce areae above the hi.;h tide level, would destroy valuable spavfitg,
AM. breedinc habit.ate, and protection of juvenile coa19rcial and other
aquatic organiSM illportant to the economy or the area.

JaW11t be ouU.wd. ..lJV' kind of digging out and piling out

HaTing explored. these areaa under cons1de:r9tion over a several yeara and
vi tb acceptable l!I cientific me·thod8 I would hep that relative value judgement.a
wu.ld be acceptable to tbe decision mekers for alternative "WBY3 to save 'these

valuable 81"1.De neourcea tor now and future resources.
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THE MOBILE BAY AUDUBON SOCIETY
Box U-581
Mobile, Alabama

36688

30 July 1973

District Engineer
U.S. Army Corp~ of Engineers
P.O. Box 2288
Mobile, Alabama J6628
Dear Sira
Please include this letter in the hearing record of
the public meeting on a survey of the shores of Mobile County
(including Dauphin Island) for the purpose of beach erosion
control and hurricane protection.
The potential for comments as to the environmental
effects of such control is limited by lack of information as
to what measures such control would involve. All must be
cognizent of the fact that much of this erosion and damae;e
is a natural phenomenon and measures to control it would
necessarily have to be drastic. Any large scale dredgin~ and
filling would have significant detrimental effects on t he
Mobile Bay estuary. Undoubtedly there are land use practices
that contribute significantly to shore erosion and these
should be controlled at their source.
When more specific information becomes available re~ardin?.
methods to be employed for beach erosion control and hurricane
protection, citizens should again have the opportunity to
comment.
Yours truly,

lLl~?/~~
Alicia v. Linzey

President
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Rt l, Box 185A
Bay Road
Mohile, AL 36605
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District Engineer
S. Army Engineer District, Mobile
PO Box 2288
Mobile, AL 36628

u.

DC'ar Sir:
I am interested in your announcement of the public meeting on a survey of the
shores of Mobile County, Alabama.

•

1 own a home on Bay Road, Hollinger's Island; the lot is approximately 62'
by 675'. There has been extensive shoreline recession and erosion the past
few years - - since Hurricane Camille.
During Camille, we lost approximately five large pine trees along the shoreline and quite a bit of our beachfront. We hired a contractor to fill in
with beach clay (or clay from out in the Bay) and pack it with a bulldozer,
after we had hauled in rocks for drainage (or, rather gravel), then topped
this with red clay and top soil and seeded it.
During heavy rains and high tides in January 1970, this washed badly. We had
clay hauled in after my husband had installed tiles for draina~e.
In early May 1972, we received the worst loss of beachfront. It seemed as
if the tides were pulling the soil from below surface uf the soil and that
the heavy rains were washirg through yard with swiftness of a river. I had
a gentleman from the Soil Conservation Department to give me an evaluation;
I followed his advice by having the bunk along the shore cleaned and leveled
and packed with a bulldozer, filled in and packed approximately 12 loads of
clay, covered with two loacg of good topsoil, seeded and fertilized and sodded
with Centipede.
This time, we thought we had it made. The bank was very firm,
grass growing well.
Then came the high tides ard rains of March and April 1973. Attached is an
evaluation by the Soil ConEervation Department. To construct a concrete bulkhead
would cost $3900 (see estimate) and a wooden bulkhead would cost $3400.
This is entirely too much .

...
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My yard has continued to sink, as if the tides are pulling the soil from
underneath.

•

I applied for a loan through the SBA to help, but I think the estimates I
have received for a bulkhead are too much; and, besides that, the SBA will
not finance for a bulkhead as I did not have one previously. I feel that
filling in with clay again would be a waste of money to the Government if
they gave me a grant.
I would like to see the Engineers evaluate our entire beachfront and
help us. It doesn't do any good if one person fills in unless the homeowners on either side fills in in like manner. In other words, if one
beachfront is filled in higher than the other, that's no good.
I appreciate your interest in this.
Sincerely,

· rv~. W

t::.

hlo

MRS. ROBERT E. KIRBY

..
..

Office telephone: 460-2350
Home telephone: 666-0952

,
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Peter K. 3okolosky
4051 Bay Front Road
~obile, Alabama 36605

I.

Extensive shoreline recession and bluff erosion along most
af the western shoreline of Mobile Bay.
A. Problem
1. Predominately southeast wind creating waves over a
al~ area • •

LAR& f FETlH;
flftt,4 OVE~ WHICH
WINO CHOWS TO
UtEATf WAVE S'

::.
Storm high tides saturates the shore soil and storm
wavea vnsh the soil away

2.

'
•

- -:3.

Result.
a. A new equilibrium 3hore with ~new slope ao a
~Aault of redeposition of eroded material
ear
$bore. -:===-_....,,...../
,•?:·"-~-•
.. ~-····- - - - - - - L'EllE'-NV/111
--- -~-"•··
IV(; I L(.)PICl-Aft.
b. ~1,ore storms result in the recession of t:he Ahoreline.
Solutions
1. ~ake a manmade gentle slope to the water
a. Use a clay to silt size fill.
b. ~ick well rooted vegetation is nneded.
1

B.

A

ti <. LIO

+-

•

(1)

FILL

Vft. ." T,A T JrN

Use trees and Saint Agus t ine .grass.
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EXHI BIT 15

D.

I l l.

Hurr icane protection
1. Dependin& unon the storms wind direction, there j_s
certainly of£shore transport of sand by storm waves,
and maybe some severe longshore current trai13port.
Th.ere mi ght he some r ede )OS 1 tion of sand over the
time between storms by ge-- tle wave motion.
2. Sand Island makes some protection.
3. Offshore manmade bar .·i cr or island to break the waves
before they hit the shore.
a. Either rock or old shi ps to creat e a fishing reef.
b. This could stop the longshore current and stoy
storm erosion.
Continued erosion of the e<-~.stern tiu of J?eti t Bois 1 -:land
caus ing e;. . cess i ve wideLins of' Petit Bois ..?ass.
A. Problem
1. Pet it Bois Pass will continue t o widen since the
transport of material by the Dauphin ! ::>l and lon8shore curr ent and t he eastern tip of Petit Bois
Island conti nues
B. 3ol ution
1 . Same as Dauphin island
C.

•

•

Hurricane pro t ection
2.
rune as Dauphin I . .:; alnd

•
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District Engineer,
u. s. Army Engineer District, Mobi le ,
F. O • Box 2288,.
Mobile, Ala. J6628
Dear Slr:
We built EL home at Belle Fontaine, Ala.
in 1964, our lot at that t1me was .360 feet
deep. The stakes showing the property line
were put there by surveyors. Tonay our lot
is 285 feet deep, using the same stakes as
our markers. ~:hat is a loss of 85 feet in
depth in approximately 10 years. Our lot
is 50 feet Wide so you oan see there is
qu1te a b1t or property loss.
Sincerely,
Mr and Mrs Pat Mc Ilwa1n
1852 Canal St.
Mobil~, A;a •
.36606

1

fd;µ,,,'PltJ~

c~· O~a vk~

..
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EXHIBIT 17
SUBMITTED BY MRS. SAWYER
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.5f fu. gohn 9. Lyle
9Jel/e/ontaine !Rt 3, $ox 560
~ hwd.01u, c..Alakima 36582
August 20, 1973
Colonel Drake Wilson
• ::, • Engineers
2J01 Airport Blvd.
~wbile, Ala.
Dear Colonel Wilson:
My husband and 1 were present <:.t the hearing which you
conducted on July J 1 at f.tobile Lounty Court House. 'l'he
many experiences related there regardinp erosion were
very interesting and some quite sad.
We did not make a statement at the hearing becaus~ we.
were quite uncertain as to what wt1s expected of us. .::>ince
then after giving much thought to it we believe you shou.:.d
h~ve a record of our experiences also.

•

When we bought our plo.ce at Bellefontdi ne on the Ba· Front just
north of Greer Road the former owners had just a year or so
befor~ graded the bank to a forty-five degree angle and
seeded it with Bermuda grass. Unfortunately the first storm
cut away about half of the angle and m~de a fissur~ straight
in about half way of our 192 f,oot lot.
'l'his fissurf:- ce;me
back to the tO!• of the bank. We immediately started trying
to fill it in and to stop further erosion at the bottom. We
put grass clippings, dirt, sand, f;ar~age, driftwood into
the fissure and l&ter planted day lillies at the top. It
held fairly well but re111ained lower thClt the rest of the
bank.
Across the bottom we riled pine straw and pushed
driftwood up against it from the beach. t,ventually we were
able to pl&nt this with St. Augustine erass &nd vGrious
shrubs almost to the beach - about 2~ feet above the sand.
We also planted pine seedlings ancJ left those that came ur
wherever there w<:l.s a space.
Later - I do not remember the year but not too long after
we moved here we wPre startled one morninr; to look out and
notice the whole bank from Greer Road past our place had sunk
about 2-4 feet. The pines, shrubs, grass everything was in
place but lower. 0 r neighbor at that time (,ommander
Phillips in the COb.st Guard had some engineers study the
situation and they concluded it happened because of the
saturc.ti on of the fine blue clay base here. Blue clay
holes turned up 50-100 feet out in the bay which had not
been there before.

..

We continued to lose a litt,le land with every storm ar.1d
abnormally high tide but Camille really rohbed us. Vie lost th•
whole Gonk we had been working on up to the top, at lPast
25 feet twelve large pines and all of the other planting. 'l'he
fiss1re r a rpeared deeper than ever. A professional estimd. te
of the damage uninsured was $2J, ;oo.oo. 'l'wo cypress posts
.
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which held our lawn swing i:ire .•ow the entre:ance to the pier.
lncidentally we were told when we moved here these rests
werf' the remains of a scupperr.ong arbor which existed
when Colonel Damrell' s daughter lived he·re.
The rier was rebuilt a.fter ~amille but since bulkheads seemed
to be even more exrend&ble tha11 riers and useless without
cooperation of the entire oay front we put up a rnakeshif t
affair of posts and tin roofing salv~ged after the storm.
It wc.s low and we hop~d in time to cover it with sand and/or
beach grass. But before building this we were able to
bulldoze large logs on the beach up against the bank and
push or scopp sand until they were covered at1C1 we again had
a slop<f thoueh unstable. R~grass whs immedidtely planted
and spri nk.led with cottonseed m1ial. The rr.ras grew and
held the sand and si nee then weeds and tree seedling~ have
appeured. All was left arrl in addition weeds and grasses
pulled from the flower borders and the vegetable rarden
were placed wherever a derression appeared. We had a stand
of gap p;rass, some switch cane and beach gross which seems to
be native to the areo..
Everyttzin.e; that grew up on the
grounds that Wc•S excess we tucked in wherever we could
find a pll\C€.

•

Now the third week in 1v1arch of this year we had some bad
weather with an ab11ormally high tide and strong south winds.
The end of the I ier Wu s washed away •)Lout 20 feet, the bulkhead
went and atout ten feet of the bank together with the
gras ~ etc. , where we had tried to rebuild. The corner of
our lot on the northeast was much higher than the lot next to
us. The whole corner washed out.
l11ow part of our trouble commonly called acts of God we know
is beyond human control but that caused by soil and water
manipulation is not. ~inee nothinr effective seems
feasible unLess it involves the entire Bay front it ~eases
to be something for a private landowner to hancle. '.1.'his
plus the fact thc.:.t the state owas to the high water line
(does the:~t rne:an our front lawn ~t times)
leads us to
believe the state and nation should do sumetming obout this.
lf there is any doubt al.lout this land being public you
should have been here the morning after ~amille . Llefore
~.roperty owners along the beach could attempt to salvap.:e
rier materials there were trucksdriven by strany,ers loading
up apparently by daylight. We came back from srendinp: the
night o.t :,pring Hill about 9:00. People from side roads
who never lost a board were carrying off whatever could
'be ~raboed. I li:iter saw stacks of it in their yards. Lven
in good we;...t.her nothing of ai..y value can be left on the
beo.ch becouse 1·eo rle walking by regard it as public
rrot€rty. 1ihe1. we rebuilt our pier we had to carry lumber
from the front lawn each morning because if left on the
beach it disapFeared .
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AugusL 20, 1973

If you would add this letter to your records we would
appreciate it. We ~lso would welcome any of ~ our people
surveying the ~robl=m. While we have had losses of course
indirectly so had Mobile County, the ~tate of ~labamaa and
the National shore line. After listening to the hearing
It would seem to us that several thincs are needed.
Perhaps the sea wall, beach re storuti on, spoil islands
and a different way of taking care of the ship chc..nnel
alonP: with a mare comprehensive study of natural currents.
Sincerely ,

f~P~
•

STATb1ENT OF U.S. REPRESENTATIVE JACE EDWARDS
PUBLIC MEETING ON
BEA.CH EROSION STUDY
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BY THE
U.S. ARMY CORP OF ENGINEERS
MOBILE DISTRICT

•

MOBILE COUNTY COURTHOUSE
MOBILE, ALABAMA
JULY 31, 1973
I make this statement to express my support of and keen
interest in this mu~h need ed survey of beach erosion.
The Corps is aware of the many reasons why it is im-

perative to halt beach erosion and why it is important that
we take all necessary steps to, preserve our nation's seashores.

Beaches and dunes are the primary line of defense

against the destructive power of the sea for many inland
areas contiguous to our ·coasts.

No less a purpose than the

protection of lives and property is thus served by the preaervation of our beaches.
To an American public with more and more leisure

ti~e,

it is important ·that recreational opportunities be expanded
and that existing facilities be protected.

Beach preserva-

tion can serve this purpose by enhancing the beauty and usefulness of our shores.

The aesthetic value of beaches has

been described more precisely by poeta, artists, and writers
than I could do here, but I think we are all aware of the
need to preserve tho great natural beauty of our country.
Certainly some of the greatest areas of this natural beauty
are those locali tieia where the sand and sea come together.

Many areas of Mobile County's shore line have serious
erosion problems.

It ia important that a study be under-

taken which will identify

th• .Pro.~ltnn areas and
··E-19-1

which will
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evaluate th e forces of wind, waves and littoral currents in ,
the area.

The need for sand replacement in problem areas

should be identified and quantified, and recommendations
should be rnade · to abate the degradation of the beaches in
the area.

The Mobile Bay area should received top priority

in shore erosion prevention because of the threat from hurricanes and other weather hazards, the active possibility
of loss of outstanding recreational areas for the people
of the area as well as tourists, and the menace to some
of the most beautiful beaches in the world.
I urge the Corps of Engineers to place this pro j ect high
on its list of priorities and to move without delay to comp l ete i t
so that the necessary steps to p r ov i de erosio n c ont r ol a nd hurr i c an e prote ction can be t aken.
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GEORGE

L.

ROUTE 3,

SEELEY
BOX !520

THEODORE. ALABAMA 36,82
&

,July 301tt, 1973

District Engineer.
'C'zlginear District, r!obile •
P. o. Box 2288,
Mobile,
U. S. Arm:y

Ala.be.ma. 36628.

Dear SiriThank you, '":ir, for the notice of the Public Ueeting
to be held July 31st covering beach erosion c ~ntrol
and other matters along the western shore of'J.'01-·ilf) Bay.

Our copy of the almouncement was sent to our old home
addreae, -- P. o. Box 333, Citronelle, •\labfll'l9 36f>2?..

We have a home on Mobile ~ay, -- Belle Fontaine. The
Post Offioe addre s s is the one a . thP top of this sheet.

Wost of our time is spent here on the

£!:2!!.t

q~y,

property.

We are very interested in your work for our hoMq here
has suf'fered seve~de..IMge frodlurrioanes and there is
uuch drift wood that comes to 'rest on our bAac~.
Unfortunately we !\re unable to attend the meetinp; but
we are, indeed, ioterested and will .R;reo.tly apprqciate
your r~ports, -- and anything that can be done to
protect us against erfosion.
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